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track )*+,-. / Title /0'12+3. / Composer 4$5#6"$( / Duration

1 piece 1 Michael Adamis 2:05
2 what I think of u Dimitris Kamarotos 2:42
3 No Studs Anastasios Kokkinidis 3:25
4 Ghost Apostolos Loufopoulos 4:01
5 Stressed Dust Orestis Karamanlis 2:58
6 The Door Study Stelios Giannoulakis 3:59
7 Sirius Panayiotis Velianitis 3:12
8 A Small Enclosed Landscape Tim Ward 2:18
9 Time Life Dimitris Karageorgos 3:12

10 La Fente Lambros Pigounis 4:00
11 Preamble Costis Drygianakis 3:49
12 Dreaming Dionisis Athinaios 4:36
13 Future Song Akis Daoutis 1:58
14 Otan petheni vasilias Stelios Zoumadakis 2:08
15 Xorki Christos Zachos 2:05
16 Overload Andreas Monopolis 3:59
17 Stones, bricks, tiles... Andreas Mniestris 3:59
18 No Truth True Lies Manolis Manousakis 2:00
19 Brut-I Georgia Spyropoulos 4:13
20 Santa Anastasios Stamou 2:45
21 notturno 2010 Markos Lekkas 4:04
22 morfima & tomi Giorgos Stefanou 3:20
23 miniature Marinos Koutsomichalis 3:16
24 Audimal Sotiris Laskaris 1:51
25 two lonely Spyros Polychronopoulos 3:36
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54 electroacoustic miniatures
Is there a ‘sound’ to Greek electroacoustic music? Well, not really – it is precisely the range of
sound on this CD that is a major part of its extraordinary value. But maybe there is a special ap-
proach to sound, a special sensibility. It seems that there is something in the ‘air’ – maybe the
sound has its own special ‘breath’ and Greek composers speak its language and have gained a
sensitivity to its inner nature. The landscape is one theme many of us hear in the music - easi-
est to describe but in fact there is not one approach here but many. In some of the works the land-
scape (including human and urban sounds) seems to speak to us directly close to, person to
person, while in others a sense of great distance draws us in deeper, calling us from afar - we
seek in our listening to explore, to follow, to move inwards. And in yet others we travel some-
where, blown about by the forces unleashed within the sound.

This landscape changes all the time of course. ‘Soundscape’ is interpreted differently now than
30 years ago. Now we hear more glitchy noise - both analogue and digital - that speaks of the
electrical circuits all around us. Yet there remains a feel for its reality in the world, it seems to have
real physical presence. I can almost see and feel it alongside the wind or the sea with its own
particular spirit. All the works in this collection speak of the passions, conflicts, archetypes and
their stories which have been part of the fabric of Greek culture for so long. The miniature form
gives us a generous glimpse of a potentially larger view – yet succinct and to the point.

There is often a special intensity about this soundworld, something that I have heard as a con-
stant theme since my first revelatory experience of Greek electroacoustic music at the Herodus
Atticus Theatre in Athens in 1977. And now over 50 composers working at such a level in this field
is a fantastic achievement - both collective and individual. The growth has been so successful
that there is now a world-wide Greek diaspora of practice in this field which is shown in the range
of localities now covered by members of the Hellenic Electroacoustic Music Composers Associ-
ation (HELMCA). This shows a passionate commitment to the world of music made with sound
that goes beyond the traditional methods of the arts in many ways. It creates new possibilities in
culture, in education – that is in life itself.

Simon Emmerson London, July 2014
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HI,% +%&' 1#( ‘6I.’ # ,""#$%&6 #",&14.5&./-1%&6 µ./-%&6; F,$ 05 1. D",>5 – 1. µ,><". ,*4.( 1E$
6IE$ -’ 5/1' 1. CD ,9$5% A./ 1#$ &<$,% $5 J,IE49;,%. K-E( 'µE( $5 /A<4I,% µ%5 %+%591,4#
!"#$%&&'$( -1.$ 6I., µ%5 %+%591,4# )*+'$,($-+.L59$,15% $5 /A<4I,% &<1% -1.$ ‘5D45’ – 9-E( . 6I.(
$5 DI,% 1#$ +%&6 1./ %+%591,4# ‘5$<-5’ &5% .% H""#$,( -/$0D1,( µ%".*$ 1# >"2--5 1./ &5% DI./$
5A.&16-,% µ%5 ,/5%-0#-95 -1# M50*1,4# G*-# 1./. :. 1.A9. ,9$5% D$5 0Dµ5 A./ A."".9 5A' ,µ<(
5&.*$ -1# µ./-%&6 – >%519 ,9$5% A%. ,*&."5 A,4%>4<N%µ., ,+2 'µE( +,$ /A<4I,% µ95 A4.-D>>%-#
5""< A.""D(. ), .4%-µD$5 D4>5 1. 1.A9. (A./ A,4%"5µM<$,% 5$042A%$./( &5% 5-1%&.*( 6I./()
µ.%<;,% $5 µ5( µ%"< 5A' &.$1<, A4'-EA. µ, A4'-EA., ,$2 -, <""5 µ%5 59-0#-# µ,><"#(
5A'-15-#( µ5( 145M< M50*1,45, &5"2$15( µ5( 5A' µ5&4%< – A4.-A50.*µ, -1#$ 5&4'5-# $5
,J,4,/$6-./µ,, $5 5&."./06-./µ,, $5 &%$#0.*µ, A4.( 15 µD-5. 8<A.%5 <""5 D4>5 µ5( 15J%+,*./$
&<A./, µ, 1#$ .4µ6 A./ µ5( +9$./$ .% +/$<µ,%( A./ 5A,",/0,42$./$ .% 6I.% 1./(.

L/-%&<, 1. 1.A9. 5""<;,% -/$,I2(. :. O#I.1.A9.’ ,4µ#$,*,15% +%5G.4,1%&< -6µ,45 -, -ID-# µ,
30 I4'$%5 A4%$. :245 5&.*µ, A,4%--'1,4./( µ%&4.0.4*M./( - 5$5".>%&.*( &5% N#G%5&.*( – A./
/A.+#"2$./$ 15 #",&14%&< &/&"2µ515 A./ µ5( A,4%M<""./$. =545µD$,% 'µE( µ%5 59-0#-#
,>&'-µ%5( A45>µ51%&'1#15(, -5$ $5 DI./$ A45>µ51%&6 G/-%&6 A54./-95. )I,+'$ 1./( M"DAE &5%
1./( $%20E µ5;9 µ, 1.$ <$,µ. 6 1# 0<"5--5, µ, 1# +%&6 1./( -/>&,&4%µD$# 5*45. P"5 15 D4>5 -,
5/16 1# -/"".>6 µ%".*$ >%5 15 A<0#, 1%( -/>&4.*-,%(, 15 54ID1/A5 &5% 1%( %-1.49,( A./ 5A.1,".*$
µD4.( 1./ &5µM< 1./ ,""#$%&.* A."%1%-µ.* ,+2 &5% 1'-. &5%4'. 3 G'4µ5 1#( µ%$%51.*45( µ5(
A4.-GD4,% µ%5 5A"'I,4# µ51%< -, µ%5 ,$+,I.µD$E( µ,>5"*1,4# ,%&'$5 – 5""< µ, A,4%,&1%&' &5%
"%1' 14'A..

QA<4I,% -/I$< µ%5 %+%591,4# D$15-# -’ 5/1'$ 1.$ #I'&.-µ., &<1% A./ 5&.*E -5$ -150,4' 0Dµ5 5A'
1'1, A./ ,9I5 1#$ A421# 5A.&5"/A1%&6 µ./ ,µA,%495 ,""#$%&6( #",&14.5&./-1%&6( µ./-%&6(, -1.
R+,9. 342+./ 1./ C11%&.* 1#( C06$5(, 1. 1977. 85% '15$ -6µ,45 A<$E 5A' 50 -/$0D1,(
+./",*./$ -, 1D1.%. ,A9A,+. -’ 5/1' 1. A,+9., ,9$5% D$5 G5$15-1%&' ,A91,/>µ5 – 1'-. -/"".>%&'
'-. &5% 51.µ%&'. 3 5$<A1/J# 615$ 1'-. ,A%1/I#µD$# A./ /A<4I,% -6µ,45 A5>&.-µ9E( µ%5 ,""#$%&6
+%5-A.4< A./ 5-I.",915% µ, 5/1' 1. A,+9., A4<>µ5 A./ G59$,15% &5% 5A' 1%( 1.A.0,-9,( A./
&5"*A1./$ 15 µD"# 1./ !""#$%&.* )/$+D-µ./ )/$0,12$ 3",&14.5&./-1%&6( 7./-%&6( (!))37).
C/1' +,9I$,% µ%5 A50%5-µD$# 5G.-9E-# -1.$ &'-µ. 1#( µ./-%&6( µ, 6I./(, A./ -, µ,><". M50µ'
A4.IE4< AD45 5A' 1%( A545+.-%5&D( µ,0'+./( 1E$ 1,I$2$, +#µ%./4>2$15( $D,( +/$51'1#1,(
-1.$ A."%1%-µ' &5% 1#$ ,&A59+,/-# – +#"5+6 -1#$ 9+%5 1# ;E6.

Simon Emmerson S.$+9$., T.*"%.( 2014 (µ,1<G45-#: ?5-9"#( @.*A5()
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1&&*#/+2) !0#3%'µ-) !"#4%$5# 6&%+$,-.+-"'$/+7) 8-"'/+7)
S9>. A49$ 5A' 1#$ 5""5>6 1./ 5%2$5, 1. &*µ5 1#( +45-1#4%'1#15( -1#$ #",&14.5&./-1%&6 µ./-%&6
-1#$ !""<+5 M4D0#&, A<"% -, µ%5 <$.+., 'AE( ,9I, J5$5M4,0,9 -15 µD-5 1#( +,&5,195( 1./ ‘80 &5%
-15 1D"# 1#( +,&5,195( 1./ ‘60. !µG5$9-1#&, 1'1, # 5$<>&# $5 -/-1#µ51.A.%#0,9 &5% $5 -/$1.$%-1,9
# +#µ%./4>%&6 5/16 A4.-A<0,%5. ), µ%5 -/$<$1#-# 1. 2000, .% -/$0D1,( A./ -/µ,1,9I5$ -1. 2.
)/µA'-%. 7./-%&6( ="#4.G.4%&6(, -1#$ 8D4&/45, 5A.G<-%-5$ $5 %+4*-./$ D$5 $D. -*"".>. E(
-/$DI,%5 1./ A5"5%'1,4./ &5% A45&1%&< A%5 5$,$,4>.* )!)37 ()/""'>./ !""6$E$ )/$0,12$
3",&14.$%&6( 7./-%&6(). =4.1<0#&,, 5A' 1. U<4# V5$0./+<&#, 1. '$.µ5 !))37 (!""#$%&'(
)*$+,-µ.( )/$0,12$ 3",&14.5&./-1%&6( 7./-%&6(), µ, ,µG5$6 #I#1%&6 5$5G.4< -1.$ A<"5% A.1D
!))Q7 (!""#$%&' )*$+,-µ. )*>I4.$#( 7./-%&6(). H1-%, 5A' 1. 2002 . !))37 54I9;,% $5
",%1./4>,9 “,A%-6µE(” &5% DI,% -1. ,$,4>#1%&' 1./ µDI4% -6µ,45 +,&<+,( +%.4>5$2-,%( -/$5/"%2$
&5% <""E$ ,&+#"2-,E$, µ, &/4%'1,4,( 1%( ,16-%,( .µ%")/ .0)12"#+1#*$2'13/ 4#*$'13/, D$5
14%6µ,4. A./ A,4%"5µM<$,% &/49E( -/$5/"9,( #",&14.5&./-1%&6( µ./-%&6( &5% <"",( 0,µ51%&<
-1.I,/µD$,( ,&+#"2-,%(, A.I. .µ%"9,(, -,µ%$<4%5 &."A. W !))37 ,9$5% µD".( 1#( F%,0$.*(
)/$.µ.-A.$+95( 3",&14.5&./-1%&6( 7./-%&6( (ICEM), -/µµ,1DI.$15( &5% µ, 5/1' 1.$ 14'A. -1#
+%,0$6 +45-1#4%'1#15 1#( #",&14.5&./-1%&6( µ./-%&6(. (&,9µ,$.: C$+4D5( 7$%D-14#()

Hellenic Electroacoustic Music Composers’ Association (HELMCA)
The Hellenic Electroacoustic Music Composers’ Association (HELMCA) is a group of composers
focusing on electroacoustic music and sonic art. HELMCA was founded in 2002 in Corfu, Greece
and functions systematically, ever since, promoting the creation and dissemination of electroa-
coustic music in Greece. Its most important activity is the annual meeting of its members ‘Elec-
troacoustic Music Days’ which includes a series of concerts and, often, lectures, workshops etc.
HELMCA is a member of the International Confederation of Electroacoustic Music (ICEM).
(text by: Andreas Mniestris)

www.essim.gr

9:;. &2;/. ;/. $*# (+3-'* ."$7
3 %+D5 >%5 µ95 D&+.-# µ, D4>5 µ,"2$ 1./ !))37 14%>/4$.*-, µ,15J* µ5( >%5 I4'$%5. C4&,1D(
G.4D( 5A5-I'"#-, 15 &51< &5%4.*( F) 1./ -/""'>./, 5""< &5% 1%( X,$%&D( )/$,",*-,%(. X*4E -1.
2010 1. 1'1, F), 5A.G<-%-, $5 A4.1,9$,% µ95 D&+.-# A./ $5 -/µA,4%"5µM<$,% '"5 15 µD"# A./ 05
1. ,A%0/µ.*-5$. 3 A%. &51<""#"# G'4µ5, 'AE( µ5( G<$#&, 1'1,, 615$ 5/16 1#( µ%$%51.*45(, &5%
µ<"%-15 µ, 1#$ .+#>95 A4.( 1./( -/$0D1,( ‘-1.$ ,"<I%-1. +/$51' I4'$.’. Y,E46-5µ, '1% # .+#>95
5/16 05 ,9$5% D$5 ,9+.( A4'-&"#-#( >%5 1# +#µ%./4>95 µ./-%&2$ D4>E$ 5/1.1,"2$, -*$1.µE$,
5""< &5% 5$1%A4.-EA,/1%&2$ 1#( A4.-EA%&6( 5%-0#1%&6( 1./ &50D$5 / &50,µ95( -/$0D1#. )6µ,45,
1D--,45 I4'$%5 µ,1<, ,9µ5-1, -1#$ ,/1/I6 0D-#, $5 DI./µ, -15 ID4%5 µ5( 1#$ D&+.-# 5/16, A./
-/µA,4%"5µM<$,% 54 D4>5, 5A' 54 -/$0D1,(, 14%2$ >,$,2$. ), 5/1' 1. µ5&4%$' 15J9+% 1./
-/µA/&$EµD$./ &5% +%,/4/µD$./ I4'$./ -5( ,/I'µ5-1, &5"D( 5&4.<-,%(.
(&,9µ,$.: 851,49$5 :;,+<&%)

A few words about this edition
The idea of producing a CD with music composed by members of the Hellenic Electroaoustic
Music Composers’ Association, was in the air for years. Many times this topic had been dis-
cussed by the Board of Directors or by the Association’s General Assembly. Around 2010 the
Board of Directors, decided to propose a type of edition, which could include compositions of all
members willing to contribute. The miniature form seemed to be the most viable possibility. The
composers were instructed to create a composition unfolding in ‘the shortest possible length of
time’. We thought that this guideline would be a kind of invitation to create self-contained and brief
musical works, representative of each composer’s musical aesthetics. Today, four years later, we
are fortunate to have completed this edition. This long listening ‘journey’ of compressed and ex-
panded time, includes 54 works by 54 composers of three generations. Enjoy the listening!
(text by: Katerina Tzedaki)
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M%I<"#( A+<µ#( - Michael Adamis

X,$$60#&, -1.$ =,%45%< -1%( 19.5.1929, .".&"64E-, -1#$ A06$5 1%( -A./+D( 1./ -1#$ E/4E-
A5Z&6 (-*$0,-# µ, 1.$ X. A. =5A5ZE<$$./) &5% 1# B/;5$1%$6 M./-%&6, &502( &5% -1#$ Y,.".>95,
&5% 5&.".*0#-, µ,15A1/I%5&D( -A./+D( -1# -*$0,-#, 1#$ #",&14.$%&6 µ./-%&6 &5% 1#$ M/;5$1%$6
µ./-%&.-A5"5%.>45G95 -1. =5$,A%-16µ%. MA45$1<Z( 1#( B.-12$#(.  K515J%EµD$.( E( D$5( 5A.
1./( -#µ5$1%&'1,4./( -/$0D1,( 1#( >,$%<( 1./, . M%I<"#( A+<µ#( DI,% +,I0,9 ,A5$,%"#µµD$5 1%-
µ#1%&D( 5$50D-,%( 5A. +%,0$6 L,-1%M<" &5% =."%1%-1%&.*( O4>5$%-µ.*( &5% 15 D4>5 1./ A59;.$15%
,/4*1515 &5% µ,15+9+.$15% +%,0$2(. 
)1%( -A./+D( 1./ &5% 1#$ '"# µ./-%&6 1./ ,$5-I'"#-# -/$,+*5;, 5$D&50,$ 1.$ A4.M"#µ51%-µ' -1#
)*>I4.$# µ./-%&6 -&DN# &5% A45>µ<1E-# µ, 1#$ ,µM<$0/$-# -1# B/;5$1%$6, +*. I24./( A./
-*$1.µ5 +D0#&5$ -1. -/$0,1%&' 1./ D4>. +9+.$1<( 1./ µ%< J,IE4%-16 0D-# &5% I545&1#4%-1%&6 15/-
1'1#15 -1. +%,0$D( G<-µ5 1#( µ./-%&6( A4E1.A.495(. T. A4.-EA%&' %+9Eµ5 A./ 5$DA1/J,, 0,-
µ,"%EµD$. -1. µ./-%&' A."%1%-µ' 1#( ,""#$%&6( A54<+.-#(, 5$5>$E49;,15% E( µ%5 $D5 1<-# -1#
-*>I4.$# µ./-%&6 +#µ%./4>95. CA,M9E-, -1%( 21 T5$./549./ 2013.

He was born in Piraieus, Greece, on 19.5.1929. A graduate of Theology at the University of
Athens, he completed his studies in both Western (composition with Y.A. Papaioannou) and
Byzantine music, and pursued advanced studies in Composition, Electroacoustic music and
Byzantine music paleography at Brandeis University in Boston, MA. Renowned as a major com-
poser of his generation, Adamis has been repeatedly commissioned by international festivals
and cultural organizations and his works are widely performed and broadcasted. Adamis’ per-
sonal idiom, founded in the musical culture of the Greek Tradition, has long been recognized as
a new trend in Art Music. Developing a way of composing which draws from the functional qual-
ity of several structural and morphological features of Byzantine music and maintains integral ref-
erences to its aesthetics and its ethos, Adamis regards his native musical tradition as the field
of generative ideas for the development of a new musical experience within contemporary music
conception. Michael Adamis passed away on 21 January 2013.    

http://www.adamis.gr

Piece 1 M$%5,3. A75µ3. Michael Adamis 

3 µ%$%51.*45 5/16 5A.1,",9 &51< &<A.%.$ 14'A. D4>.--150µ' -1#$ %-1.495 1#( ,""#$%&6( #",-
&14.5&./-1%&6( µ./-%&6(, &502( ,9$5% 1. A421. #",&14.$%&' D4>. 1./ 7%I<"# C+<µ#, 1./ A4E-
1.A'4./ -/$0D1# &5% +5-&<"./ 1#( #",&14.5&./-1%&6( µ./-%&6( -1#$ !""<+5 &51< 1# +,&5,195 1./
‘60. X45µµD$. 1. 1964 -15 -1.*$1%. 1./ =5$,A%-1#µ9./ Brandeis -1# ?.-12$#, "9>. A49$ . -/$-
0D1#( ,A%-14DN,% -1#$ !""<+5, 1. &.µµ<1% ,$-Eµ512$,% #",&14.$%&.*( 6I./( A4.,4I'µ,$./( 5A'
#I.>,$$614%,( &5% µ,15µ.4GEµD$./( µ, I46-# µ5>$#1.G2$E$ &5% µ5>$#1.15%$%2$. :. D4>. 5/1',
>,$$#µD$. µD-5 5A' 1./( A421./( A,%45µ51%-µ.*( 1./ 7%I<"# C+<µ# µ, 15 #",&14.$%&< #I#1%&<
µD-5 1#( ,A.I6(, +9$,% 1. D$5/-µ5 -1. -/$0D1# >%5 1# µ,1DA,%15 A.4,95 1./ E( A4.( 1#$ 5$5;6-
1#-# ‘$D./ 6I./’ &5% A4E1.A.4%5&2$ µ.4G2$ D&G45-#(, &5% 5A.1/A2$,% 1%( A421,( 1,I$%&D( #I#-
1%&6( µ,15µ'4GE-#( A./ . -/$0D1#( 5$DA1/J, I4#-%µ.A.%2$15( 1# µ5>$#1.15%$95. !A9-#(, 'AE(
5$5GD4,15% 5A' 1.$ 9+%. 1. -/$0D1#, 1. D4>., µ.".$'1% µ%&46( +%<4&,%5(, &4*M,% A9-E 1./ A."".*(
&5% 5"",A<""#"./( A,%45µ51%-µ.*( E( A4.( 1#$ #I#1%&6 -*$0,-# &5% µ,15µ'4GE-#, &<1% 1. .A.9.
.G,9",15% -1.$ ,$0./-%5-µ' &5% 1#$ 5$<>&# 1./ 7%I<"# C+<µ# >%5 µ./-%&6 ,J,4,*$#-# ,$'( $D./,
A."/-I%+.*( &5% 05/µ5-1.* #I#1%&.* &'-µ./, 1.$ .A.9. . -/$0D1#( 5$5&<"/A1, µD-5 5A' 1#
>$E4%µ95 1./ µ, 15 $D5 >%5 1#$ ,A.I6 #",&14.$%&< µD-5. (CA'-1.".( S./G'A./".(, 2011)

This miniature is a work of historical importance, being the first electronic work by Michael
Adamis, the pioneer composer, teacher and establisher of electroacoustic music in Greece dur-
ing the 1960s. Composed in 1964 at the Brandeis University studios in Boston, a while before
the composer settles back in Greece, the work embodies electronic sounds deriving from sound
generators and transformed via magnetophones and magnetic tapes. This work was born
through the very first experimentations of Michael Adamis with the electronic means of that era,
and can be considered as a turn-point for the composer’s activity in the following years, regard-
ing his quest for ‘new sound’ and pioneering forms of musical expression. The work can also be
considered as an imprint of the very first transformation techniques that the composer devel-
oped through the use of magnetic tape. Moreover, as the composer notes, this work despite its
short length has been created through long lasting experimentations on sound synthesis and
transformations, and that is because of the enthusiasm of Michael Adamis and his need for mu-
sical exploration of this new, wide and exciting sound world that he was discovering through his
acquaintance with the new -for that era- electronic means. (Apostolos Loufopoulos 2011)
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No Studs 8'(9+59$-. :-66$'*73. Anastasios Kokkinidis
:. No studs ,9$5% µ%5 ."%>'",A1# -*$0,-# 3 ",A12$ &5% 28 +,/1,4."DA1E$ >%5 G5>&'1., A545-
-&,/5-µD$. A%<$., M%.".$1-D"., &%0<45, µA<-. &"54%$D1., /+45/"%&< &5% #",&14.$%&< µD-5. 3
/".A.9#-# 1./ -/&,>&4%µD$./ D4>./ ,9$5% µ%5 -/$,4>5-95 1./ Dani Joss, -1. #I.>45G#µD$. /"%&',
&5% -, -*$0,-# 1./ C$5-1<-%./ 8.&&%$9+# .
No studs is a composition for bassoon, prepared piano, guitar, bass clarinet, cello, hydraulics &
electronics. Collaborating with Dani Joss and his recordings, the realization of this arrangement,
created by Anastasios Kokkinidis.

W C$5-1<-%.( 8.&&%$9+#( ,9$5% -/$0D1#( &5% µ./-%&'( A545>E>'(, . .A.9.( +45-1#4%.A.%,915%
-1./( I24./( 1#( #",&14.$%&6( &5% #",&14.5&./-1%&6( µ./-%&6(. =54<"#"5, ,4><;,15% E( ,&-
A5%+,/1%&'( -1.$ 1.µD5 1#( 7./-%&6( :,I$.".>95( &5% 3I."#N95(. 8*4%. '4>5$. 1./ 1. A%<$.,
µ, -A./+D( -1#$ &"5--%&6 µ./-%&6 ()*I4.$. R+,9. Y,-/$9&#(), &502( &5% -15 =5$,A%-16µ%5
1./ 7A4<Z1.$ (?C, [#G%5&6( 7./-%&6(/ 3I#1%&2$ :,I$2$) &5% 1./ 89$>&-1.$, S.$+9$. (7C, )*$-
0,-# >%5 1.$ 8%$/G.). )/$0D1,%, #I.>45G,9 &5% A54./-%<;,% 15 D4>5 1./, µD-E #I#1%&2$ ,G54µ.-
>2$, .A1%&.5&./-1%&2$ A54./-%<-,E$ &5% ;E$15$2$ A545-1<-,E$. 
Anastasios Kokkinidis is a composer and producer, active at the era of electronic and electro-aco-
ustic music.  Studied classical music from 1985, with the piano being his main instrument and a
decade after gets involved with electronic music. Graduates in Digital Music B.A.(University of Bri-
ghton) and Composing for Film and Television M.A., (Kingston University, London).   Works as a
lecturer in Music Technology & Sound Engineering courses since 2005 in Thessaloniki, while  re-
cording and releasing his music works under the name “emdy”. 
www.myspace.com/ak.emdy

what I think of u 43µ;+#3. :(µ(#<+&. Dimitris Kamarotos

P15$ -, A,4%µD$E,  &<$E &5&D( -&DN,%(
6  3 ",A1< µA.4,9 $5 ,9$5% A<45 A."*. W% µ%&4D( +.µD( (&/µ51.µ.4GD( &5% µ%&4.G'4µ,() D>%$5$ µ,
Max/Msp, &/49E( µ, 1,I$%&D( granular, .% µ,-59,( +.µD( +#µ%./4>60#&5$ µ,  HighC, µ, 1%( 9+%,( &/-
µ51.µ.4GD( &5% 1. >45G%-1%&' interface A./ A4.-.µ.%2$,% 1. -*-1#µ5 UPIC. C$6&,% -, µ%5 .µ<+5
µ%&46( +%<4&,%5( D4>E$ A./ D>%$5$ 1. 2010.
or  3 minutes can be quite a long time. Small structures (waveforms and micro-structures) were
created with Max/Msp using mainly granular synthesis techniques. Medium sized structures cre-
ated with HighC using the same waveforms and the graphic interface simulating the UPIC sys-
tem. It is a part of a group of short pieces created during 2010.

X,$$60#&, -1#$ C06$5. )A.*+5-, '4>5$., &"5--%&6 &5% #",&14.5&./-1%&6  -*$0,-# -1. =549-%
'A./ ,4><-0#&, -1. IRCAM. !4><-0#&,, ,A9-#(, -5$ /A,*0/$.( ,4,/$#1%&2$ A4.>45µµ<1E$
-1. 8D$14. )*>I4.$#( 7./-%&6( H4,/$5( (8)Q7!), -/µµ,1,9I, -5$ -/$1.$%-16( -1%( ,>&515-
-1<-,%( &5% ,G54µ.>D( 1E$ -/-1#µ<1E$  UPIC, 1./ T<$$# V,$<&# &5% NeXT. 7, 1#$ -*$0,-# &5%
1#$ µ./-%&6 ,&1D",-# -/µµ,1DI,% ,$,4>< -1#$ 5$<A1/J# +%,4,/$#1%&2$ µD-E$ -1. 0D514.. )/-
$,4><;,15% 15&1%&< µ, 15 !0$%&< YD5145 &5% 1. !""#$%&' L,-1%M<". !9$5% µD".( -5$ -/$0D1#(, 1./
Theseum Ensemble.
Born in Athens, Greece. Studied instrument,  classic and electroacoustic composition, in Paris
and worked in the IRCAM. He also worked as research coordinator in KSYME (Centre for Con-
temporary Music Research) and participated in the implementation of the Xenaki’s Polyagogy
system (UPIC) and the NeXT projects. He is actively participating through music composition
and performance in the exploratory approach of music in theater. Collaborates regularly with
Greek National Theater  and  the Greek Festival. He is resident composer of the Theseum En-
semble of Athens.
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The Door Study / !<-"37 '% µ/. =2,$. /+2,$-. =$(''-0,563. Stelios Giannoulakis
P".% .% 6I.% -1. D4>. +#µ%./4>60#&5$ 5A' 1o -*$1.µ. #I.>4<G#µ5 µ%5( 0.4/M2+./( A'415(
(J.Spix & J.Ffitch, ?,4."9$. 2000). 7D-5 -1#$ ,$,4>,%5&6 14.I%< 1./ 54I,1/A%&.* 5/1.* 6I./ I4#-
-%µ.A.9#-5 5&4595 I4.$%&6 +%5-1."6 &5% ,&1,15µD$./( µ,15-I#µ51%-µ.*( #I#1%&2$ µ%&4.-1.%-
I,9E$ 5$.9>.$15( I24. -1.$ ,",*0,4. -/$,%4µ'.
All sounds were derived from a single sample of a creaking door (J.Spix & J.Ffitch, Berlin 2000).
Based on the energy trajectory of this archetypical sound, I used extreme dilation of time and ex-
tensive processing of sonic micro-elements contained in the source recording, in order to create
space for free association.

)A.*+5-, 3",&14."'>.( 7#I5$%&'(, ?%.Z514%&6 :,I$.".>95 &5% &%0<45. MA 7./-%&6 :,I$.".>95,
PhD 3",&14.5&./-1%&6 )*$0,-#. 3I#1%&6 1DI$#, -I,+%5-µ'( 6I./, 5/1.-I,+%5-µ'(, µ./-%&6
>%5 A545-1<-,%( &5% ,G54µ.>D(, µ,"D1,( *G./( &5% +#µ%./4>%&6 D4,/$5 -, ,*4.( A,+9E$. F%,0$,9(
A54./-%<-,%(, -/$,4>5-9,(, 5$50D-,%( &5% M45M,95. 
Degree in Electronic and Biomedical Engineering, guitar, MA Digital Music Technology, PhD Elec-
troacoustic Composition. Sonic art, sound design, improvisation, music for performance and ap-
plications, stylistic studies and practical research across the continuum. International
performances, collaborations, commissions and awards. 
http://steliosgiannoulakis.wordpress.com

Sirius !('(>$?+3. @",$('*+3. Panayiotis Velianitis
:. D4>. 5A.1,",9 %$1,4µD+%. #",&145&./-1%&6( µ./-%&6( 1#( 'A,45( Inter-Medea A./ M5-9;,15%
-1. &,9µ,$. 1E$  5"&#6+*2'176 1./ CA.""2$%./ 1./ @'+%./. =59I0#&, A421# G.4< -1. !0$%&' YD-
514. 1#( @'+./ -, -&#$.0,-95 )A*4./ ?45IE491# µ, A4E15>E$%-1%&.*( 4'"./( 1#$ /N9GE$.
!*# :-941-# E( 76+,%5 1. I.4,/16 =D14. X<""%5 E( T<-E$5 &5% 1.$ ,%&5-1%&' X4#>'4# ),µ%1D-
&.". E( µ<$1# 8<"I5$15. U4#-%µ.A.%60#&, 5A' 1. -/$0D1# &5% E( ,%-5>E>%&6 µ./-%&6 -1.$ «W%-
+9A.+5 :*45$$.» 1./ ).G.&"6 -, -&#$.0,-95 Y'+E4./ :,4;'A./"./ &5% A545>E>6 1./ 0,<14./
Alexandrinsky 1#( C>. =,14.*A."#(.
Sirius is an electroacoustic intermezzo of  Inter-Medea, an opera based on the story of the Arg-
onauts (Argonautics) of Apollonian the Rhodian. It was firstly performed at the National Theatre
of Rhodes Island under the direction of Spiros Vrahoritis with the soprano Evi Tsirtsi as Medea,
the dancer Peter Gallias as Jason and Gregory Semitecolo as diviner Kalchas. The same piece
was used as the musical introduction of the theatrical performance of Oedipus Rex of Sophocles
under the direction of Theodore Terzopoulos at the Alexandrinsky Theatre of St. Petersburg.

Ghost 8A&9+-,-. B-0C&A-0,-. Apostolos Loufopoulos
Ghost  for alto flute and electronic sounds, alto flute (recorded): Myrto Korkokiou
…an intense and kinetic transition between spaces and sound occurrences, an intense dialogue
between alto flute sounds and the continuously transforming sound-world around them…
)A.*+5-, -1. T'$%. =5$,A%-16µ%. &5% -1. =5$,A%-16µ%. City, S.$+9$.. 3 µ./-%&6 1./ DI,% +%5-
&4%0,9 -, +%,0$,9( +%5>E$%-µ.*( (Bourges, Metamorphoses, Scrime, Franco Evangelisti, Musi-
caNova, F.F45>51<&#() &5% -/µA,4%"5µM<$,15% -, +%-&.>45G%&D( -/"".>D( (Ina-GRM, T'$%.
=5$,A%-16µ%., Musiques&Recherches). O CA'-1.".( S./G'A./".( &5% # 7/412 8.4&.&9./ -/-
$,4><;.$15% 5A' 1. 2001, DI.$15( -1. &.%$' ,$,4>#1%&' 1./( -#µ5$1%&D( +%5&49-,%( &5% -,%4<
,&1,"D-,E$ A5>&.-µ9E(.
Apostolos Loufopoulos studied at the Ionian University and at City University, London. His music
has been awarded prizes at international competitions (Bourges, Metamorphoses, Scrime, Fran-
coEvangelisti, MusicaNova, D.Dragatakis) and appears on CD collections (Ina-GRM, IonianUni-
versity, Musiques & Recherches). Apostolos Loufopoulos and Myrto Korkokiou have been working
together since 2001. Their music has been awarded prizes and has a number of performances
worldwide. 
https://apostolosloufopoulos.wordpress.com/about/

Stressed Dust D#29+3. :(#(µ(',;. Orestis Karamanlis
Continuum for SuperCollider.
X,$$60#&, -1#$ C06$5. W W4D-1#( .".&"64E-, D$5 +%+5&1.4%&' -1#$ #",&14.5&./-1%&6 -*$-
0,-# -1. Sonic Arts Research Centre -1. 7AD"G5-1. =,4%--'1,4,( A"#4.G.49,( µA.4.*$ $5
M4,0.*$ -1.$ %-1'1.A. orestiskaramanlis.net.
Born in Athens. Orestis completed a PhD in electroacoustic composition at the Sonic Arts Rese-
arch Centre in Belfast. More information can be found at orestiskaramanlis.net.
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Time Life :(#(>"?#>-. 43µ;+#$-. Dimitris Karageorgos
U4'$.( \E6(- µ,"E+95 >%5 A4.,1.%µ5-µD$. A%<$. &5% #",&14.$%&.*( 6I./(
Melody for prepared piano and electronic sounds
851< 1#$ ,G#M,95 1./, -15 X%<$$,$5, D&5$, A%<$. µ, 1#$ B. B%&."<,M$5 C4>'1,45 -1#$ C06$5,
-A.*+5-, 5$E1D45 0,E4#1%&< -1. W4G,9. R+,9. µ, 1.$ Cµ. Cµ545$19+#. :. 1986 -/µµ,1,9I,
-1. 1µ6µ5 #",&14.$%&6( µ./-%&6( 1./ R+,9. C06$5%.$ µ, &50#>#1D( 1./( )1,G.?5-%",%<+#, F#-
µ614# 85µ54E1' &5% U<4# V5$0./+<&#, µ, 1.$ .A.9. -/$DI%-, &5% µ506µ515  0,E4#1%&2$. =5-
45&.".*0#-, -,µ%$<4%5 µ, 1.$ T<$$# V,$<&# (FD"G.%) &5% 1.$ Y,'+E4. C$1E$9./ (F6µ.(
C0#$59E$).  =.""< 5A' 15 D4>5 1./ -/$+/<;./$ A545+.-%5&< µ./-%&< '4>5$5 &5% #",&14.$%&6
µ./-%&6. QA64J, 15&1%&'( -/$,4><1#( &5% /A,*0/$.( 1E$ µ./-%&2$ 54I,9E$ 1./ 8D$14./ )*>-
I4.$#( 7./-%&6( H4,/$5( (8.)Q.7.!.) &5% ,4><-1#&, -1#$ 8451%&6 @5+%.GE$95 &5% :#",'45-#
!@: (!:2 &5% B!:, :491. =4'>45µµ5). HI,% "<M,% µD4.( -1# Biennale 1#( Y,--5".$9&#( 1986,
&5% 1#( ?54&,"2$#( 1987. !9$5% µD".( 1./ E""#$%&.* )/$+D-µ./ )/$0,12$ H",&14.5&./-1%&6(
M./-%&6( (E))HM) &5% 1#( !""#$%&6( !15%495( C&./-1%&6( W%&.".>95(. :5 1,",/1595 I4'$%5 ;,%
-15 TE<$$%$5 &5% ,4><;,15% &/49E( >%5 1# µ./-%&6 -1. 0D514..
He had his first piano lessons as an adolescent with Nina Nikolayevna in Ioannina. Later, in Ath-
ens, he attended theory classes by Am. Amarantidis at the Orphean Conservatory. In 1986, he
studied at the electronic music department of the Athenaeum Conservatory with Stefanos Vassi-
liadis, Dimitris Kamarotos and Xaris Xanthoudakis. He attended seminars by Iannis Xenakis (Del-
phi) and Theodor Antoniou (Athens). Many of his works examine the possibilities of applying
modern techniques in combination with folk instruments and electronic music. He has taken part
in the Thessaloniki (1986) and Barcelona (1987) Biennale. He has been in charge of the music
archives at the Centre of Contemporary Music Research in Athens. He has worked for the Na-
tional Greek Television (ET2, NET) and the National Greek Radio (3rd Program). Currently he
lives in Ioannina and works primarily on music for theater.

)A.*+5-, -*$0,-# &5% #",&145&./-1%&6 µ./-%&6 µ, 1./( Y. C$1E$9./, )1. ?5-%",%<+# &5% U.V5$-
0./+<&# &5% W%&.$.µ%&< &5% )151%-1%&6 E( ,%+9&,/-# -1#$ C.).W.!.!. CA' 1. 1986 -/µµ,1DI,% E(
-/$0D1#( -, -/$5/"9,( -*>I4.$#( µ./-%&6( -1#$ !""<+5 &5% -1. ,JE1,4%&'. HI,% >4<N,% µ./-
-%&6 >%5 1. 0D514. &5% >%5 1.$ &%$#µ51.>4<G.. !9$5% µD".( 1./ F.). 1./ 8D$14./ )*>I4.$#( 7./-
-%&6( H4,/$5(. HI,% >4<N,% -/>>4<µµ515 &5% <4045 -I,1%&< µ, 1# µ./-%&6 ,$2 5A' 1. 2003
+%.49-1#&, E( µ'$%µ.( &50#>#16( µ./-%&6( -1#$ C’ M<0µ%5 ,&A59+,/-# &5% 5A' 1. 2007 ,9$5%
5A.-A5-µD$.( -1. :µ6µ5 7./-%&2$ )A./+2$ 1#( L%".-.G%&6( )I."6( C0#$2$.
Studied composition and electroacoustic music with Th. Antoniou, St. Vasileiadis and H. Xanth-
oudakis in Athens, and Economics and Statistics in the University of Athens. From 1986 he is an
active composer of contemporary music. He has composed music for movies, animation and th-
eatre. Since 1991 he collaborates with the director Thedore Terzopoulos. He is a member of the
Centre of Contemporary Music Research (CCMR). Since 2003 he works as a music teacher at
the elementary school, while from 2007 he is detached to the Department of Music of the Uni-
versity of Athens teaching electroacoustic music composition techniques.

A Small Enclosed Landscape Tim Ward
:. A Small Enclosed Landscape +%54&,9 -I,+'$ +*. ",A1< &5% A4.-A50,9 $5 -/""<M,% 1# 0D5 ,$'(
µ,><"./ 1.A9./ µD-5 5A' D$5 µ%&4' 5&./-1%&' A54<0/4..
A Small Enclosed Landscape lasts just over two minutes and in that time tries to capture the
view through a sonic window that looks out over a space many times larger.

O Tim Ward -/$0D1,% #",&14.5&./-%&6 µ./-%&6 &5% #I#1%&< 1.A95 µ, -1'I. 1#$ A54./-95-6 1./(
µD-E +%5G'4E$ A,%45µ51%&2$ -/-1#µ<1E$ +%<I/-#( 1./ 6I./. EA9-#(, 5-I.",915% µ, 1.$ 5/-
1.-I,+%5-µ' I4#-%µ.A.%2$15( -/-16µ515 ,A,J,4>5-95( 1./ 6I./ -, A45>µ51%&' I4'$.
Tim Ward composes electroacoustic music as well as soundscape works designed for perfor-
mance over multiple loudspeaker diffusion systems, He is also involved in improvisation using
real-time sound transformation systems.
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Dreaming 4$-'E93. 813'(*-. Dionisis Athinaios
!µA$,/-µD$. 5A' 1.$ -./4,5"%-1%&' &'-µ. 1E$ .$,94E$, 1. &.µµ<1% I4#-%µ.A.%,9 µ%5 -&#$6 5A'
1#$ &50#µ,4%$'1#15, E( 5G,1#495 >%5 D$5 15J9+% .+#>.*µ,$. 5A' ,",*0,4./( -/-I,1%-µ.*(.
Inspired by the surreal environments of dreams, the piece takes the memory of an everyday
scene, and expands it into a journey through moment-to-moment associations.

)A./]+5-, 0,E4%]5 1#( µ./-%&#]( &5% &%05]45 -1#$ C06$5 &5% µ./-%&#] &5% µ./-%&6 1,I$.".>%]5 -1.
Cambridge (ARU). W".&"64E-, +%+5&1.4%&' -1# -*$0,-# -1. Sonic Arts Research Center
(Queens University Belfast). !A9 1./ A54.]$1.( ,4,/$< µ,0'+./( +#µ%./4>95( ,%&.$%&2$ #I#1%&2$
A,4%M<"".$1E$. 
Studied music theory and modern guitar in Athens-Greece and Music/Creative Sound Technology
in Cambridge (ARU); Finished his PhD in composition at the Sonic Arts Research Center (Queens
University Belfast). Interested in a wide range of sound based art forms ranging from tape com-
position to installations, he is currently exploring methods for the creation of generative and com-
posed virtual sound environments  that allude to real soundscapes. www.dathin.net

Future Song F63. 4(-E+3. Akis Daoutis
H$5( /A,4/A.".>%-16( A45>µ51.A.%,9 5$<"/-# -, A45>µ51%&' I4'$. 1#( GE$6( 1./ 145>./+%-16.
C$<".>5 µ, 1%( A"#4.G.49,( A./ ,J<>,% E( A4.( 15 -/$5%-06µ515 1./ &5""%1DI$# ,$,4>.A.%,9 5"-
>'4%0µ./( A./ A54<>./$ µ./-%&6. :5 #I.I42µ515 µA.4,9 $5 A4.D4I.$15% 5A' 1# GE$6 ,91, 5A'
5""< '4>5$5 (Synths).
A supercomputer is performing a real time vocal analysis of the singer-performer while reciting
poetry or singing a vocal line. The emotions, derived from the analysis, trigger algorithms which
create an acoustic environment (homogeneous or heterogeneous) to accompany the performer.
The piece is a complex processing of a female voice, singing a song called “Marathon”. Voice
sample: Ioanna Z.

X,$$60#&, 1. 1960. C-I.",915% µ, 1#$ #",&14.5&./-1%&6 µ./-%&6 5A' 1. 1985.)6µ,45 ;,% &5% ,4-
><;,15% -1#$ C0#$5.
Born in Athens in 1960. Studied chemistry at the College of Wooster (Ohio, USA) and got his B.A. in
1983. Graduate studies at Ohio University (1984-1986). Parallel studies in electronic music and col-
laboration with the Center of Contemporary Music Research. His early works were presented in Bo-
urges ’87 Festival and in World Music Days ’88. He has composed a variety of electroacoustic works
and has scored the music for K. Giannaris’ films ‘From the edge of the city’ and ‘One Day in August’.

La Fente B5µA#-. !3>-E'3. Lambros Pigounis
:. D4>. la fente A4.-A50,9 $5 5A.-A<-,% $.#µ51%&<, -/µM."%&< &5% µ%µ#1%&< -1.%I,95 µ, -&.A'
$5 5A.&5"*N,% 1#$ &4/µD$# A.%#1%&'1#15 1./ #I#1%&.* µ5( A,4%M<"".$1.(. B5 µ,1514DN,% 1./(
,$,4>,%5&.*( -I#µ51%-µ.*( 1#( &9$#-#( 1./ 6I./ µD-5 -1.$ I4'$. -, ,$+,%&1%&< &5% -/$,%4µ%&< >,-
>.$'15.
The work la fente attempts to extract a variety of narrative, symbolic and mimetic characteristics
in order to reveal the hidden poetry of the environmental sound world. To synthesize the ener-
getic shaping of sound motion through time into significant and associated events.

\,% &5% ,4><;,15% -1#$ C06$5 E( -/$0D1#( &5% ,%+%&,*,15% -1.$ 1.µD5 1#( -*>I4.$#( &"5--%&6(
&5% #",&14.5&./-1%&6( µ./-%&6(. )A.*+5-, M%."9 &5% µ./-%&6 -*$0,-# &5% 54>'1,45 .".&"6-
4E-, 1. µ,15A1/I%5&' 1./ -1#$ #",&14.5&./-1%&6 -*$0,-# -1. S.$+9$.. 3 A4'-G51# +45-1#-
4%'1#1< 1./, 5A.1,",915% 5A. 5$50D-,%( &5% -/$,4>5-9,( µ, µ./-%&.*(, I.4.>4<G./( &5%
-&#$.0D1,(. 3 A54.*-5 1./ D4,/$5, µ,",1< 1%( ,A%44.D( 1./ 5$042A%$./ A54<>.$15 -1# ;E$-
15$6 A54./-95-# #",&14.5&./-1%&6( µ./-%&6( µ, M<-# 15 +%5+45-1%&< -/-16µ515.
Lambros Pigounis lives in Athens and specialises in the field of contemporary classical and elec-
troacoustic composition. He studied the violin, music composition and he completed an MA in
Electroacoustic Composition in London. His main artistic activities are collaborations with musi-
cians, directors and choreographers. He is currently researching on the input of the human agent
in electroacoustic composition and performance, based on interactive compositional models.

=,--:µ/- / Preamble :<9+;. 4#0>$('563. Costis Drygianakis
=4..9µ%. / Preamble (2010) – =#>D( / Sources: Dz^k_ daininink` Mar` Kuodzi^t` Navickien`.
Bartók Béla Concerto zenekarra. abcdef ghiedjfkdlf mbnkh obpdqd gder. 8E-16( F4/>%5-
$<&#( )/µG45;'µ,$5. stsu vwx yz s{|}~} |��} x}vx�}.

O 8E-16( F4/>%5$<&#( >,$$60#&, 1. ?'". 1. 1965 &5% -A.*+5-, L/-%&6. HI,% .4>5$2-,%, E(
-/$0D1#(, +/. +9-&./( µ, 1. -/>&4'1#µ5 WA1%&6 7./-%&6 (1987 &5% 1994) &5% <""./( 1D--,4%(
A4.-EA%&.*( (1993, 1999, 2006, 2013).
Costis Drygianakis (Volos 1965). Studied Physics. He has organised, as a composer, 2 produc-
tions with the group Optical Mucic(1987, 1994) and 4 more alone (1993, 1999, 2006, 2013).
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><%,?2,$/'* / Overload 8'7#2(.. G-'&A<,3. Andreas Monopolis

H$5( 0'4/M.( µD-5 -1. µ/5"' µ./ there is a noise inside my head
1.$ 5&.*$ '".% everybody can hear it
-1# -%EA6 0,4%,*,% in the silence it grows
4.&5$9+%5 &5% 149J%µ. GE1%<( 04,µµD$#( sawdust and stoking’s rasping
QA,4G'41%-# overload
W $./( µ./ +,$ G1<$,% $5 IE4D-,% 5/1'$ 1.$ 6I. there is not enough space in my head for this noise
+%5-1D"",15% &5% µ5;,*,% it expands and tightens
µ, 4./G<,% -, "6054>. it swallows me in sleep

W C$+4D5(. 7.$'AE"#( >,$$60#&, -1#$ 8D4&/45 1. 1976. !&1'( 5A' 1#$ µ./-%&6, # &5""%1,-
I$%&6 1./ A54'4µ#-# +%5"D>,% A'1, 1#$ ,%&'$5 6 1#$ *"# >%5 $5 ,&G45-1,9.
Andreas Monopolis was born in Corfu in 1976. His artistic impulse is expressed not only through
music, but also through images and materials.
www.monopolis.gr

Stones, bricks, tiles... 8'+#2(. G'$29+#3. Andreas Mniestris

974*: <&:#4-/, +(,.µ-/ .$@+$A) ...

"60# &5% +.µ%&< /"%&< ... 1<J# &5% 515J95 ... #0%&'$ +9+5>µ5
This is a rough translation of the original title in greek that puns with the words "60# and "90.%
which sound the same but mean respectively: oblivion and stones.  The original title comes from
an ancient greek proverb suggesting the lack of structure and therefore the title implies a con-
nection between oblivion and (dis)order. On a secondary level this short piece is a funny com-
ment on (non) focusing on one’s business.  Many thanks to Jonty Harrison.

\,9 &5% ,4><;,15% -1. M'4,%. T'$%..
He has studied physics at the University of Thessaloniki and electroacoustic music composition
at University Paris VIII and at Mills College. He has worked as professional musician and sound
engineer. He lives in Corfu where he teaches electroacoustic music composition and recording
techniques at the Music Department of Ionian University.

B$.# <%4.:#%/ C.'/&/@) /+2,$-.  H-0µ(7563. Stelios Zoumadakis
:. &.µµ<1%  GD4,%  1.$ 191". 5A'  A.9#µ5 1./ 82-15 ?<4$5"# 5A’ 1. .A.9. A4.D4I.$15% .% -19I.%
A./ 5&.*>.$15% -1# -*$0,-#. )&.A'( 1./ -/$0D1# 615$ $5 A4.M<",% 1.$ "'>. &5% 1#$ N/I.".>%&6
D$15-# 1E$ -19IE$ 1.A.0,12$15( 1. µD4.( 1#( µ./-%&6( -, M.#0#1%&' 4'"..
The piece is titled similarly to a Costas Varnalis poem, lyrics from which are also heard in it. The
composer’s aim was to bring forth the words and the psychological tension in the lyrics by as-
signing an auxiliary role to the musical part.

!9$5% 5A'G.%1.( 1./ :µ6µ51.( 7./-%&2$ )A./+2$ T.$9./ =5$,A%-1#µ9./. !A9-#( 5A'G.%1.(
1./  µ,15A1/I%5&.* A4.>4<µµ51.(  «:DI$,( &5% 1,I$%&D( 1./ 6I./» µ, &51,*0/$-# 1# -*$0,-#
#",&14.5&./-1%&6( µ./-%&6(  1./ 9+%./ 1µ6µ51.(. H4>5 1./ DI./$ A5%I1,9 -, -/$5/"9,( 1./
!))37.
Stelios Zoumadakis graduated from the Musical Studies  Department of Ionian University. He
also took part in the “Audio arts and technologies” post-graduate programme of the same de-
partment, mastering in the composition of electroacoustic music. His compositions have been
performed in concerts of HELMCA.

D2,+/ I#;9+-. H5%-. Christos Zachos
1. J'4&%   7, 1#$ ,J'G"#-# 1E$ 04#-&,%2$ &5% µ5;9 1./( 1E$ 1,",1./4>%2$, A."".9 <$04EA.% -1.
-*>I4.$. &'-µ. A4.-A50.*$ $5 ,&G4<-./$ -I,1%&< -/$5%-06µ515 µD-5 5A' 1#$ :DI$#. 3 µ./-
-%&6 µ,15J* 5/12$ ,9$5% D$5 5A’ 15 1,",/1595 &515G*>%5 >%5 $5 µ# I",/5-1,9 1. 5/1.$'#1..  (GE$D(:
U.\<I.(- 7.C>4%µ<&#)
With the settlement of the religions and consequently of the rituals, many people nowadays try
to express relative feelings through Art. Music among them is one of the last shelters to protect
implicitness from derision. (voices: Ch. Zachos, M.Agrimaki)

)A.*+5-, #",&14.$%&6 &5% ,$'4>5$# -*$0,-# -1#$ !""<+5 (T'$%. =5$,A%-16µ%.) &5% 1#$ C/-1495
(KUG, Graz), 5/1.-I,+%5-µ', &"5--%&< &5% 5/1.-ID+%5 &4./-1<. C-I.",915% ,A9-#( µ, 1# 4,µ-
AD1%&# µ./-%&6 &5% 1#$ A545+.-%5&6 µ./-%&6 1#( !""<+5( ($/&1< D>I.4+5-&4./-1<-
145>.*+%).
He studied electroacoustic and instrumental composition in Greece (Ioanian University) and Au-
stria (KUG, Graz), improvisation,  classical and extemporary percussion instruments. He also
works on Greek rembetiko and traditional music (stringed and percussion instruments, singing).
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)A.*+5-, A%<$., 54µ.$95, 5$19-1%J#, G.*>&5 &5% 1;5; 5/1.-I,+%5-µ' -1#$ C06$5 &% ,4><-1#&,
E( µ./-%&'( &5% ,$.4I#-14E16( -1. I24. 1#( ,""#$%&6( A4.G.4%&6( µ./-%&6( A54<+.-#(. )1.
=549-% -A.*+5-, )*$0,-#, 3",&14.5&./-1%&6 7./-%&6 &5% C$<"/-# L'4µ5( µ, 1.$ Philippe
Leroux &5% 1.$ Michaël Lévinas &5% -1o Cursus 1./ IRCAM µ, 1./( Jonathan Harvey, Tristan Mu-
rail, Brian Ferneyhough, Philippe Hurel. H"5M, 1. M45M,9.  “Villa Médicis Hors les Murs” >%5 1#
BD5 Q'4&# &5% ,4><-1#&, E( -/$0D1#(-,4,/$#16( -1. IRCAM. :5 D4>5 1#( DI./$ A5%I1,9 -, +%,-
0$2( 5A' A.""< µ./-%&< -*$."5, -."9-1,( &5% I.4E+9,( (Ensemble Intercontemporain, San
Fransisco Contemporary
Studied piano, harmony, counterpoint, fugue and jazz improvisation in Athens and worked as a
performer and arranger of traditional Greek music. In Paris she studied composition, electroa-
coustic music and musical analysis with Philippe Leroux and Michael Lévinas. She worked at
IRCAM Cursus with Jonathan Harvey, Tristan Murail, Brian Ferneyhough and Philippe Hurel. She
won the “Villa Médicis Hors les Murs” prize for NYC and worked at IRCAM as a composer-in-
research. She has been performed internationally by numerous ensembles, choirs and artists, in-
cluding the Ensemble Intercontemporain, the San Fransisco Contemporary Music Players,
L’Itinéraire, 2E2M, the Habanera & Prism saxophone quartets, the Accentus & “Les Cris de Paris”
choirs.           www.georgiaspiropoulos.com

Santa )59-. /+5µ-0 Tasos Stamou
3 A54.*-5 #",&145&./-1%&6 -*$0,-# -/$+%<;,% 5$5".>%&< &5% N#G%5&< #",&14.$%&< µD-5 >%< 1# +#-
µ%./4>95 ,$'( 51µ.-G5%4%&.* 0Dµ51.( µ, µ%< /A'>,%5 5$5G.4< -1# µ,"5>I."95 1E$ U4%-1./>D$$E$.
The current electroacoustic music composition incorporates analogue and digital electronic
equipment for the creation of an atmospheric piece, with a distinctive reference to Christmas
melancholy.
)/$0D1#( #",&145&./-1%&6( µ./-%&6(, A,4G'4µ,4 ,",*0,4./ 5/1.-I,+%5-µ.*, &515-&,/5-16(
#",&14.$%&2$ µ./-%&2$ .4><$E$ &5% +%+<-&E$ µ./-%&6( 1,I$.".>95( µ, D+45 1. S.$+9$.. HI,%
A54./-%<-,% 1. D4>. 1./ -, +%<G.4,( µ./-%&D( -&#$D( &5% G,-1%M<" ,J,4,/$#1%&6( µ./-%&6( -1#$
!/42A#.
Electroacoustic music composer, performer of free improvised music, instrument designer and
tutor based in London. He has presented his works in various venues and festivals across Eu-
rope and U.S (Bent Festival, SOTU festival, etc.) and has collaborated with exceptional music ex-
plorers (London Improvisers Orchestra, Evan Parker, Adam Bohman, Steve Beresford, Ignaz
Schick, etc.).          www.tasosstamou.wordpress.com

No Truth True Lies Jµµ('-0;, G('-09563. Manolis Manousakis
:. D4>. No Truth True Lies >4<G1#&, 1. 2008. !9$5% ,µA$,/-µD$. 5A' 1. A54<+.J. 1./ !A%µ,$9+#,
'1% .% &.%$D( 5A'N,%( >%5 1#$ 5"60,%5 &5% 1. N,*+.( .+#>.*$ -, 5$19G5-#.
No Truth True Lies was written in 2008.  It is inspired by the Epimenides paradox, that common
beliefs about truth and falsity actually lead to a contradiction. Sentences can be constructed that
cannot consistently be assigned a truth value even though they are completely in accord with
grammar and semantic rules.

X,$$60#&, -1#$ C06$5 (1975). F45-1#4%.A.%,915% E( -/$0D1#( 5A' 1. 1998. HI,% -/$0D-,% D4>5
>%5 µ%&4< µ./-%&< -*$."5, -'"., D4>5 µ, #",&14.$%&<, video &5% +%5+45-1%&< #",&14.$%&< µD-5.
=54<""#"5 DI,% >4<N,% µ./-%&6 >%5 0,514%&D( A545-1<-,%(, $1.&%µ5$1D4, 1#",.A1%&D( -,%4D( &5%
I.4.0D514.. !9$5% -/$%+4/16( 1#( .µ<+5( Medea Electronique.

Born in Athens in Greece (1975). He works as a composer since 1998. He has composed works
for small ensembles, solos, electroacoustic, video art and multimedia shows. He has also com-
posed the original music for theater shows, documentaries, tv series, short films and theater
dance shows. He is a co founder of Medea Electronique synergy of Artist.
www.manolismanousakis.com, www.medeaelectronique.com 

BRUT I ="<#>*( /A0#-A-E,-0 Georgia Spiropoulos 
:. Brut >4<G1#&, >%5 µ%5 &.*&"5 1./Michel Nedjar 5A' 1#$ installation “Danse Macabre II” 1./Allen
S. Weiss A./ A54./-%<-1#&, -1. “In Transit Festival of Performing Arts” 1./ ?,4."9$./. ?5-%&6
%+D5 615$ # A4.-D>>%-# 1./ W".&5/12µ51.( µD-E 1E$ blues (Billie Holiday, Odetta) &5% 1#( A4.-
G.4%&6( A54<+.-#( (,$5""5>6 145>./+%.*-046$./). W 191".( Brut 5$5GD4,15% 1'-. -1%( “art brut”
&515M."D( 1./ Nedjar '-. &5% -, D$5 ,9+.( A./ 05 .$'µ5;5 “G1EI6 #",&4.5&./-1%&6 µ./-%&6”: µ%5
µ./-%&6 A./ &<$,% I46-# 6IE$ “I5µ#"6( A%-1'1#15(” ,"<I%-15 ,A,J,4>5-µD$E$, &5% A./ µA.4,9
$5 5&./-1,9 -, .A.%.+6A.1, -*-1#µ5 5$5A545>E>6( 6I./.
Brut has been composed for a Michel Nedjar’s doll in Allen S. Weiss’ installation “Danse Macabre
II” during the “In Transit Festival of Performing Arts” of Berlin.  The idea was to attempt the hor-
ror of the Holocaust by means of the aural traditions (alternation singing-mourning) and of the
blues (Billie Holiday, Odetta). The title of the piece refers both to Nedjar’s “art brut” origins and
to a music genre I call “poor electronics”: a music using Lo-Fi recordings with minimal process-
ing, wich may be listen in any audio device.
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F45-164%.( 1'-. -, 5&5+#µ5Z&.*( '-. &5% -, µ# 5&5+#µ5Z&.*( &*&"./(, . 7549$.(
8./1-.µ%I<"#( ,4><;,15% E( &5""%1DI$#( 5A' 15 µD-5 1#( +,&5,195( 1./ 2000. :.$ ,$+%5GD4,%
A4E19-1E( . 6I.(.
Active internationally in both academic and non academic milieus, Marinos Koutsomichalis is
being working as an artist since the mid ‘00s. He is primary interested in sound.
http://marinoskoutsomichalis.com/

Audimal /<+;#3. B596(#3. Sotiris Laskaris
!9$5% D$5 &.""<; 5A' N#G%5&< "<0# A./ A54<I0#&5$ 5A' DAT player ,A,J,4>5-µD$5 -,
A,4%M<"".$ Max/MSP.
It’s a collage of digital errors produced by a DAT player edited in a Max/MSP enviroment.

W )E164#( S<-&54#( >,$$60#&, -1#$ C06$5. )A.*+5-, 7./-%&6 :,I$.".>95 &5% 5-I.",915% µ,
+%<G.4,( µ.4GD( #",&14.$%&6( µ./-%&6( 5A' 1. 2004. )/$0D1,% #",&14.5&./-1%&6 µ./-%&6
&/49E( >%5 live electronics &5% A54./-%<;,% D4>5 1./ µ, '4>5$5 A4.>45µµ51%-µD$5 -, Max/MSP.
Sotiris Laskaris was born in Athens. He studied Music Technology and he composes different
forms of Electronic Music since 2004. He composes Electroacoustic Music mainly for live elec-
tronics and performs his works with instruments programmed in Max/MSP.

two lonely /AE#-. !-,0%#-'&A-0,-. Spyros Polychronopoulos
W )A*4.( =."/I4.$'A./".( >,$$60#&, 1. 1980 -1#$ C06$5. !9$5% -/$0D1#( #",&14.5&./-1%&6(
µ./-%&6( µ, 15 +9-&./( -1. ,$,4>#1%&' 1./. !A%-1#µ.$%&< µ,1< 1#$ 5A.G.91#-6 1./ 5A' 1.
L/-%&' 1µ6µ5 ,&A'$#-, 1# +%+5&1.4%&6 1./ +%514%M6 -1. =."/1,I$,9.. HI,% -/>>4<N,% +.&9µ%5
>*4E 5A' 1# G%".-.G95 1#( µ./-%&6(. )6µ,45 ;,% -1. S.$+9$. &5% ,4><;,15% -1#$ ,15%495 KPA-
coustics.
Spyros Polychronopoulos was born at Athens in 1980. He is an electroacoustic music composer
and has released 15 albums. After his graduation from the Physics department, he completed his
PhD studies in the Polytechnic Department. He has written a number of essays about the philo-
sophy of music. For the time being he lives in London and he is working at KPAcoustics.

Notturno 2010 G5#6-. B266(. Markos Lekkas
:. &.4%1-<&% µ, 15 -A9415 &51,M59$,% &<0, M4<+/ -1# -A#"%< 1./ &5% A4.M<4,% 15 &./4D"%5 µA4.-1<
-1.$ &504DG1#, *-1,45 +.&%µ<;,% 15 &5%$.*4>%5 $.*µ,45 µ, 15 -A9415, &515A9$,% J/45G<&%5 IE49(
$5 &'M,15%, µ5059$,% $5 &"5N./49;,% A,%-1%&<, M<;,% GE1%D( &5% 1%( -M6$,% A4.-DI.$15( A<$15 $5
&<$,% 1. $.*µ,4. -E-1<, $5 µ#$ &59>,15%. H1-% A4.,1.%µ<;,15% >%5 1#$ ,A'µ,$# µD45…
The little match girl descends every night into her cave and tries on the rags in front of the mir-
ror; she then prepares the new numbers with the matches, eating razor blades without cutting
herself, learning to mope cogently, starting fires and putting them out, taking care to perform the
number impeccably, without burning herself. Thus, she gets ready for the next day…

)A.*+5-, )*$0,-# -1. Royal Conservatory of Music, -1. A5$,A%-16µ%. 1./ York &5% -1.
A5$,A%-16µ%. 1./ Toronto. HI,% >4<N,% µ./-%&6 +Eµ519./, #",&14.$%&6 µ./-%&6, µ./-%&6 >%5
.4I6-145, &502( &5% µ./-%&6 >%5 1. 0D514..
Studied composition at the Royal Conservatory of Music, York University and the University of To-
ronto. Has written chamber, orchestral and electroacoustic music, as well as music for theater.

82,?*µ. & E-µ7 =$?#>-. /+"C5'-0 Giorgos Stefanou
:. D4>. 5/1' ,9$5% µ%5 ,J,4,*$#-# +%5G.4,1%&2$ +.µ2$ -1#$ #I#1%&6 µ.4G.".>95 &5% -1# µ,15J*
1./( A."/GE$%&6 -ID-#. H$5( A,%45µ51%-µ'( µ,15J* 1E$ 5$1%0D1E$ ,&+.I2$ -1#$ +%<4&,%5 ,$'(
6I./, -1.$ 4/0µ' 6 1#$ A/&$'1#15 1./ -1.$ I4'$. &5% 1. G5-µ51%&' 1./ A,4%,I'µ,$..
This work is an exploration of different structures in sound morphology and of their polyphonic re-
lationship - an experiment between opposites in duration, rhythm, density and spectral content.

X,$$60#&, 1. 1982 -1# Y,--5".$9&#. CA' 1. 2004 5-I.",915% µ, 1#$ -*$0,-# #",&14.5&./-1%&6(
µ./-%&6(, 1.$ #I#1%&' -I,+%5-µ' &5% µ, 1.$ A4.>45µµ51%-µ' -*$0,-#( 6I./.
He was born in Thessaloniki at 1982. Since 2004 he works in composition of electroacoustic
music, sound design and programming sound synthesis.

miniature / µ/#/.$-0,. G(#*'-. :-0+9-µ$%5,3. Marinos Koutsomichalis
:,I$%&D( -/$D"%J#(, #I.>45G6-,%( /A'-/+<1%$E$ #I.1.A9E$, µ.4GEµ51%&2$ -/$0,1#12$ &5% ,$'(
,&&"#-%5-1%&.* .4><$./.
Convolution techniques, recordings of various sub-aquatic soundscapes, modular synthesizers
and a church organ.
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Hellenic Society for Acoustic Ecology and member of the International Society for Improvised
Music. He lives and works in Athens. 
vassilisroupas.wordpress.com

The other island :(+"#*'( )K"756$ Katerina Tzedaki
3 -*$0,-# 5/16 DI,% -5$ 0Dµ5 1#( 2# 800# 6($- &5% A45>µ51,*,15% 1#$ -/$*A54J# +%5G.4,1%&2$
A4.-,>>9-,E$ 1./ ‘,+2’ 5""< &5% 1./ ‘5"".*’, µD-5 5A' 1#$ -/$+%5""5>6 5"#0.G5$2$ &5% µ#
#I.1.A9E$. 

This composition is about the idea of the other island. Through the interaction between seem-
ingly real and ‘unreal’ soundscapes the coexistence of different approaches to here and else-
where is explored.

)A.*+5-, µ./-%&6 -1#$ C06$5 (1984-1991) µ, 1./( T. TE5$$9+#, ). ?5-%",%<+# &5% F. 85µ54E1'
&5% /A64J, -/$1.$9-14%5 1./ !4>5-1#49./ 7./-%&6( ="#4.G.4%&6( 1./ =4.>4<µµ51.(
[/I.5&./-1%&6( 1./ C4%-1.1,",9./ =5$,A%-1#µ9./ Y,--5".$9&# (1994-2000). HI,% .".&"#42-,%
1%( -A./+D( 1#( -1#$ #",&14.5&./-1%&6 µ./-%&6 -*$0,-# -1. City University (MA, 2002) &5% -1.
=5$,A%-16µ%. De Montfort (PhD, 2012) µ, 1.$ Simon Emmerson. 3 µ./-%&6 1#( DI,%
A54./-%5-1,9 -, ,0$%&' &5% +%,0$D( ,A9A,+.. 

Studied music in Athens (1984-1991) with I. Ioannides, S. Vasilleiades and D. Kamarotos and has
been coordinator of the Computer Music Lab of the Program of Psychoacoustics of the Aristotle
University of Thessaloniki (1994-2000). She completed her studies in electroacoustic music com-
position at City University, (MA, 2002) and at De Montfort University (PhD, 2012) with Simon Em-
merson. Her music has been presented nationally and internationally. 
www.tzed.wordpress.com

Tones of Hesitation !('(>$?+3. :&6-#(. Panayiotis Kokoras
W 191".( 5$5GD4,15% -, #I#1%&D( +.µD( A./ +#µ%./4>.*$ µ%5 -/$1,0,%µD$# 51µ'-G5%45 1#$ .A.95
A.1D +,$ M%2-5µ, &5% ,$+,I.µD$E( A.1D +,$ 05 M%2-./µ, -1#$ A45>µ51%&'1#15, +#µ%./4>,9 'µE(
&5% ,%&'$,(, µ$6µ,(, -/$,%4µ.*( &5% 5""#>.49,( µD-5 5A' G,/>5"D,( I,%4.$.µ9,( &5% A5450D-,%(
A./ . &50D$5( 9-E( DI,% M%2-,% µ, 1. +%&' 1./ 14'A..
Sound colors blends together and become part of a hyperiality where the borders of instrumen-
tal sound, found sound and soundscape becomes one. Abstract sonic events evoke memories,
ambiguities and bring association of ideas to real sound images and vice versa.

W =5$5>%21#( 8'&.45( A45>µ51.A.9#-, µ,15A1/I%5&D( -A./+D( 75-1,4 &5% F%+5&1.4%&.* -1#
-*$0,-# &5% µ./-%&6 1,I$.".>95 -1. A5$,A%-16µ%. 1./ X%.4& -1#$ C>>"95. H4>5 1./ DI./$
A54./-%5-1,9 A,4%--'1,4,( 5A' 500 G.4D( -, '". 1.$ &'-µ. &5% DI./$ A,1*I,% -#µ5$1%&D(
+%5&49-,%( -, 59 +%,0$,9( +%5>E$%-µ.*(. CA' 1. G0%$'AE4. 1./ 2012 ,&"DI0#&, !A9&./4.(
850#>#16( &5% +%+<-&,% -*$0,-# -1. University of North Texas -1%( 3$EµD$,( =."%1,9,( 1#(
Cµ,4%&6(. 
He received his PhD in composition from the University of York in UK. His compositions are di-
stinguished by 59 competitions prizes and distinctions. They have been selected by jury in more
than 200 calls for music and programmed in over 500 concerts. Since fall 2012 he has been ap-
pointed Assistant Professor at the University of North Texas. 
www.panayiotiskokoras.com

Woolgathering @(9*,3. L-EA(. Vassilis Roupas
:. Woolgathering (-#µ59$,% 5G#4#µ<+5, .$,%4.A'"#-#) >4<G1#&, ,%+%&< >%5 5/16 1#$ D&+o-#, µ,
1# µD0.+. 1#( 5/1'µ51#( >45G6(.
Woolgathering was written especially for this CD issue with the method of automatic writing.

W ?5-9"#( @.*A5( DI,% -A./+<-,% A%<$., A"#4.G.4%&6, 5$21,45 0,E4#1%&< &5% -*$0,-#. !9$5%
%+4/1%&' µD".( 1./ !""#$%&.* )/$+D-µ./ )/$0,12$ 3",&14.5&./-1%&6( 7./-%&6(, µD".( 1#(
!""#$%&6( !15%4,95( C&./-1%&6( W%&.".>95( &5% µD".( 1#( F%,0$.*( !15%4,95( C/1.-I,+%5;'µ,$#(
7./-%&6(. \,% &5% ,4><;,15% -1#$ C06$5. 
Vassilis Roupas has studied piano, computers, advanced music theory and composition. He is a
founding member of the Hellenic Electroacoustic Music Composers’ Association, member of the
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G%".-.G%&' µ/-1%&%-µ' 1#( (.40'+.J#() 85µA5"<. 
��“�
Gabriel Negrin (1988) is a contemporary composer of acousmatic and mixed electroacoustic
music, as well as a sound artist, designer and engineer. His synthetic interests are inspired by the
sound of pure nature, Sepharadic prayers and the mystical Jewish philosophy.
http://www.gimel.gr/

Narration 8'7#2(. 4$6+0&A-0,-. Andreas Diktiopoulos
3 GE$6 1./ 5G#>#16 ,9$5% µD4.( 5A' 1#$ #I#1%&6 performance 1./ M%M"9./ Nyctivoe 1./ F#µ614#
S/<&./. 7,1<G45-# 5A' 15 ,""#$%&<:  Shorsha Sullivan. )&#$.0,-95: Piers Burton-Page.
CG6>#-#: Nicholas Boulton.
The narrator’s voice is part of the audio performance by Dimitris Lyacos’ book Nyctivoe. Trans-
lation from Greek: Shorsha Sullivan. Direction: Piers Burton-Page. Narration: Nicholas Boulton.

!&G4<;,15% µD-E 1#( N#G%5&6( +%5+45-1%&6( 5G6>#-#( µ, +#µ%./4>%&< ,4>5",95 1#$
A"#4.G.4%&6, 1# µ./-%&6, 1#$ N#G%5&6 ,%&'$5 &5% 1# +#µ%./4>%&6 >45G6. F#µ%./4>'( 1./
M%$1,.A5%I$%+%.* The Minims (.µ<+5 Beyondthosehills). )/$0D-,%( 1./ A54./-%<-1#&5$ -,
!/42A# &5% 3=C 5A' 5J%'".>./( ,4µ#$,/1D( (Isherwood, C".*A#, Ensemble Aleph, Neue En-
semble). )/$%+4/16( 1./ U24./ =."%1%-µ.* ABOUT:. )A.*+5-, µ./-%&6, A"#4.G.4%&6 &5%
G.91#-, -1. µ,15A1/I%5&' «S.>%&6, 5">'4%0µ.% &5% /A.".>%-µ'(».
He expresses through digital interactive storytelling using computer science, music, digital ima-
ges and creative writing as his creative tools. He is the creator of the Minims videogame (Beyond-
thosehills team). His compositions are presented in Europe and the US by notable performers
(Isherwood, Aloupi, Ensemble Aleph, Neue Ensemble). He is the co-founder of the ABOUT Cul-
tural Venue. He studied music, computer sciences and he attended the Masters “Logic, Algori-
thms and Computation.”

Theorie du Contexte M$6&,(. @(,9(µ563. Nikolas Valsamakis 
Y,E495 1#( -/µA".&6(: µ%5 µ%&46 5$5G.4< -, µ%5 &.%$'1#15 5>2$5, -1#$ 5$<"#N# ,/0*$#( &5%
-, ,&,9$./( A./ -/$,I9;./$ $5 /G59$./$ 1. $6µ5 1#( &.%$6( µ5( %-1.4%&6( µ$6µ#(. :. #I#1%&'
/"%&' A4.D4I,15% 5A' A.""5A"D( #I.>45G6-,%( µ%5( A4.-,&1%&< A4.,1.%µ5-µD$#( µ.$5+%&6(
#I#1%&6( A#>6(. W% 1,I$%&6 -*$0,-#( A./ I4#-%µ.A.%60#&, A,4%.49-1#&, -, %-.-1<0µ%-# &5%
µ.$1<; 1E$ 6IE$ IE49( &5µ95 <""# ,A,J,4>5-95.
Theorie du contexte: a short reference to a community of struggle, to the claimed responsibility
and to those who continue to weave the thread of our common historical memory. The sound ma-
terial is taken from multiple recordings of a carefully prepared single sound source. :he compo-
sitional technique is restricted to equalization and sound montage without any other processing.

W B%&'"5( ?5"-5µ<&#( -/$0D1,% #",&14.5&./-1%&6 µ./-%&6 &5% µ./-%&6 /A.M.#0.*µ,$# 5A'
#",&14.$%&' /A.".>%-16. !%+%&'1,45 ,$+%5GD4,15% >%5 1%( &51,/0*$-,%(: 5">.4%0µ%&6 µ./-%&6,
µ%&4.6I.( &5% µ#-&5$.$%&6 -*$0,-#. F#µ%./4>,9 1./( +%&.*( 1./ 5">'4%0µ./( >%5 1# <404E-# 1./
µ./-%&.* /"%&.* 5""< &5% 1#$ -*$0,-#, ,A,J,4>5-95 &5% A."/&<$5"# +%<I/-# 1./ 6I./.
Nikolas Valsamakis  composes mainly electroacoustic and computer-aided music. He is espe-
cially interested in the directions of  algorithmic music, microsound and nonstandard synthesis.
He explores and creates personalized algorithms for the synthesis, transformation, construction
and, spatialization of sound material.

Nostalgia =6(µA#$2, M">#*' Gabriel Negrin, ��“�

(5A' 15 ,M45Z&<)
:. A4E%$' -&DG1#&5 1. A5"%' µ./ '$,%4.. / :# $*I15 145>.*+#-5 1#$ &5%$.*4>%5 µ./ A4.-,/I6.
// �0,"5 $5 14DJE ,µA4'(, A4.( 15 ,A<$E. / �0,"5 $5 14DJE ,$+'µ/I5, A4.( 15 µD-5. // 75 >%519...
// :5 +<&4/5 -15 µ<1%5 µ./ / 1.$ +4'µ. µ./ G4<;./$...
(from hebrew)
In the morning I thought about my old dream. / In the night I sang my new prayer. // I wanted to
run forward, upward. / I wanted to run inwardly, inside. // But why ... // The tears on my eyes / are
obstructing my way...

X&5µA4%D" B,>49$ (1988), -/$0D1#( 5&./-µ51%&6( &5% µ%&16( #",&14.5&./-1%&6( µ./-%&6 -
µ#I5$%&'( 6I./ - sound artist &5% sound designer. )/$0,1%&< ,µA$D,15% &/49E( 5A' 1./( &5054.*(
6I./( 1#( G*-#(, 1# ),G545+91%&6 (",%1./4>%&6 &5% &.-µ%&6) µ./-%&6, 'AE( &% 5A' 1.$
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He has composed music for orchestra, instrumental ensembles, string quartets, works of elec-
troacoustic music composition and upic. Lives and works in Athens.

Burning Voice )E%<'(. G$%(3,*73. Tychonas Michailidis
Converting voice and fire.

E9$5% -/$0D1#( &5% ,4µ#$,/16( #",&14.$%&6( µ./-%&6(. :5 D4>5 1./ +%,4,/$.*$ 1# µ./-%&6 µD-.
5%-0#164E$ &5% +%5+45-1%&2$ 1,I$.".>%2$. HI,% ,µG5$%-1,9 -, +%<G.45 G,-1%M<" -1#$ !/42A#
&5% 1. 3$EµD$. ?5-9",%.. :5 ,4,/$#1%&< 1./ ,$+%5GD4.$15 ,A%&,$142$.$15% >*4E 5A' 1#$
5""#",A9+45-# 5$042A./-/A.".>%-16 &5% 1. 4'". &5% 1# -#µ5-95 1E$ 5A1%&2$ µD-E$ &5%
5%-0#164E$. )6µ,45 ,4><;,15% E( ,A%-&DA1#( "D&1.45( -1. :µ6µ5 - Digital Media Technology,
Birmingham City University. 
He is a composer and performer of live electronics and computer music whose work explores sen-
sor and interactive technologies in performances (music, dance, installations). He has performed
in various venues and festivals across Europe and the UK. His research interests focus around
human-computer interaction and the role and meaning of haptics while performing through sen-
sor technologies. Currently works as a visiting lecturer at the School of Digital Media at Birmin-
gham City University. 
www.tychonas.com

F ><#-C@$*) +./ $. <-/7µ.$. $-" op. 70 M*6-. I(#$K5'-. Nickos Harizanos
The Sleepwalker and his poems op. 70
:. D4>. M5-9;,15% ,J .".&"64./ -15 +,9>µ515 6I./ A./ A4.D4I.$15% 5A' 1. -/$0,-<%;,4 VCS 15
.A.95 ,&1,".*$15% 5A' 1.$ -/$0D1#.
The work is based completely on samples created on synthesizer VCS and performed by the
composer.

W B9&.( U54%;<$.( µ,1< 1%( -A./+D( 1E$ 5$21,4E$ 0,E4#1%&2$ (C4µ.$95, C$19-1%J#, L/>6) -1#$
C06$5 -/$DI%-, 1%( µ,15A1/I%5&D( 1./ -A./+D( -1#$ )*$0,-# -1. =5$,A%-16µ%. 1./
7<$1-,-1,4. H4>5 1./ DI./$ A54./-%5-1,9 -, 24 I24,(. 8/&".G.4.*$ 5A' 1./( ,&+.1%&.*(
.9&./( Da Capo Music Ltd (U.K.), Gold Branch Music Inc. (U.S.A.), Contemporary Music Rese-
arch Centre (KSYME – CMRC) (Greece). !4><;,15% E( &50#>#16( µ./-%&6( -1. R+,9. «!$
W4><$.%(» &5% 1#$ )I."6 Y,<14./ «=4'M5» -1#$ C06$5.
Nickos Harizanos after completing his Advanced Theoritical studies in Athens continues his po-
stgraduate studies (MMus) at Manchester University . His work has been performed in 24 coun-
tries and published by Da Capo Music Ltd (UK), Gold Branch Music Inc. (USA), Contemporary
Music Research Centre (KSYME – CMRC) (Greece). He is working as a Music Teacher at “En
organois” Conservatory and “Prova” School of Theatre in Athens.

6 G,:'* $-" HI-" (Part II) =$?#>-. )-E93. George Tousis
Sound’s Crisis (Part II)
. 9"-$( 2#* :;#* (Part II) 5A.1,",9 µD4.( ,$'( -/$'"./ -/$0D-,E$ .% .A.9,(  -&%5>45G.*$
,$-1%&12+,%( A1/ID( 1./ #I.I42µ51.(.
Sound’s Crisis (Part II) is part of a set of compositions which outlines instinctive aspects
of timbre.

X,$$60#&, -1#$ C06$5. )A.*+5-, C$21,45 Y,E4#1%&< &5% ?%.".$1-D". -1. R+,9. C0#$2$.
=54<""#"5 A545&.".*0#-, µ506µ515 5/1.-I,+%5-µ.*, -*>I4.$E$ 1,I$%&2$ 1E$ .4><$E$ &5%
sound therapy. HI,% >4<N,% D4>5 >%5 .4I6-145, ,$'4>5$5 -*$."5, &./541D15 ,>I'4+E$, D4>5
#",&14.5&./-1%&6( -*$0,-#( &5% µ./-%&6 >%5 upic.  \,% &5% ,4><;,15% -1#$ C06$5.
Born in Athens. He studied music theory and cello at the Conservatory of Athens. He also atten-
ded classes in improvisation, contemporary techniques of instruments and sound therapy.
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8<@J. / Debris N*,$AA-. O"-%(#*73. Philippos Theocharidis
7A<;5. H$5 &.µµ<1% – µ%$%51.*45, >%5 15 -&./A9+%5.
Debris. A miniature piece about waste.
X,$$60#&, -1# Y,--5".$9&#, -A.*+5-, 3",&14.$%&6 7./-%&6 &5% 3",&14.$%&< &5% :,I$.".>95
7./-%&6(. HI,% +%+<J,% -1. =5$,A%-16µ%. 75&,+.$95(, 1. T'$%. =5$,A%-16µ%. &5% 1. :!T T.$9E$
B6-E$. F./",*.$15( A54<""#"5 -5$ µ#I5$%&'( 6I./ -, +%-&.>45G95 &5% -/$5/"9,(, DI,%
+%51,"D-,% 1,I$%&'( /A,*0/$.( -, A."/<4%0µ,( -/$5/"9,( #",&14.5&./-1%&6( µ./-%&6( µ,
A."/&5$5"%&< -/-16µ515 #I#1%&6( A4.M."6(. 
Born in Thessaloniki, Greece, he studied Electronic music and Electronics, and Music Techno-
logy. He has taught at the University of Macedonia, the Ionian University and the TEI of the Io-
nian Islands. As a recording and live sound engineer he has served as lead technician for
numerous electroacoustic music concerts. http://philippostheocharidis.wordpress.com

Ades / K3*) P<5''3. :(,('+K;. Ioannis Kalantzis
:. #I#1%&' /"%&' M5-9-1#&, -, +*. 6I./( 5 +,/1,4."DA1E$ .% .A.9.% A4.6"05$ 5A' 1. -*4-%µ.
,$'( &",%+.* -1%( I.4+D( ,$'( A%<$./ &5% -1# -/$DI,%5 ,A,J,4><-1#&5$. W 191".( 1./ D4>./
5$5GD4,15% -1.$ 0,' 1./ 05$<1./ «�+#».
This piece is based on two processed piano sounds of 5 seconds. The sound material comes
from a Key, scratched to the strings close to the bridge. The title refers to “Hades”, the god of
death according to the Greek mythology.

F9A"Eµ5  -*$0,-#( &5% �./-%&6( A"#4.G.4%&6( 5A. 1. Conservatoire National Supèrieur de
Musique et de Danse 1#( S/2$. HI,% "<M,% +%5&49-,%( -, +%,0$,9( +%5>E$%µ.*( &5% D4>5 1./ DI./$
,&1,",-1,9 -, G,-1%M<" &5% -/$D+4%5 5$< 1.$ &'-µ.. HI,% +,I1,9 5$50D-,%( D4>E$ 5A' 1. 7D>54.
�./-%&6( C0#$2$, 1. !0$%&' 8D$14. 7./-%&6( �#�%./4>95( 1#( X5""95( (Grame) &5% 1. X5""%&'
QA./4>,9. =."%1%-�.*. 
Diploma of composition and computer music at the Conservatoire National Supèrieur de Musi-
que et de Danse of Lyon. He has received distinctions and prizes in international contests and
his work has been performed worldwide in many international events. He had commissions from
Athens Concert Hall, Grame and Ministry of Culture of France. 
http://ioanniskalantzis.wordpress.com/

Pastorale :<'9+('+*'-. :(#(1('593. Konstantinos Karathanasis
:. Pastorale M5-9;,15% -, 6I./( 5A' 14.&<$%5, &/A4%< &5% &.A<+%5 A4.M<1E$ A./ #I.>45G60#&5$
5A' 1.$ -/$0D1# -, D$5 .4,%$' IE4%' 1#( !""<+5(. =4'&,%15% >%5 µ%< A4.-EA%&6 #I#1%&6 ,4µ#$,95
1E$ C$5>,$$#-%5&2$ &5% 7A54'& A%$<&E$ ;E>45G%&6( µ, .µ2$/µ. 191".. :. &.µµ<1% 5/1' 5A.1,",9
1. A421. µD4.( ,$'( 149A1/I./ D4>E$ M5-%-µD$E$ -, &5".&5%4%$.*( 6I./( &5% 0Dµ515.
Pastorale is entirely based on sheep and goat bell samples and related environmental record-
ings collected at a mountainous Greek village. The piece is a personal sonic interpretation and
responce to the Renaissance and Baroque paintings of the same theme.

W 8E$-15$19$.( 854505$<-#( ,9$5% 5$5A"#4E16( &50#>#16( )*$0,-#( &5% 7./-%&6(
:,I$.".>95( -1. =5$,A%-16µ%. 1#( W&"5I'µ5. X%5 1# µ./-%&6 1./ 5$1",9 DµA$,/-# 5A' 1#
µ.$1D4$5 A.9#-#, &%$#µ51.>4<G., 5G#4#µD$# ;E>45G%&6, G%".-.G95, µ/-1%&%-µ' &5% 15 &,9µ,$5
1./ Carl G. Jung. 
Konstantinos Karathanasis is an Associate Professor of Composition & Music Technology at the
University of Oklahoma. He draws inspiration from modern poetry, artistic cinema, mysticism, ph-
ilosophy, and the depth psychology of Carl C. Jung.          http://129.15.77.24/oukon/

Transit O('593. JA$+;7"$-. Thanasis Epitideios
:. transit 5A.1,",9 µ%5 +#µ%./4>95, A./ &*4%. I545&1#4%-1%&' 1#( ,9$5% # µ,1<M5-# µ95( 4,5"%-1%&6(
.A1%&6( -, A"59-%5 µ# /A54&16( -/$59-0#-#(. 8509-1515% D$5 µ./-%&' &.µµ<1%, 1. .A.9.
A4.-,>>9;,% 1. %+,51', 1. A"5-µ51%&', 1. G5$15-%5&' &5% µ# M%2-%µ., 5$5µ%>$*.$1<( 1. µ, 1./(
5"#0%$.*(, 5$5>$E49-%µ./(, 5A' 1.$ 5&4.516, 6I./(. !9$5% ,µA$,/-µD$. 5A' 1# &50#µ,4%$'1#15
-, -/$<41#-# µ, /A,4G/-%&D( %+,5"%-1%&D( %+D,(.
Transit is a creation whose main feature is the transition of a realistic point of view within a nonex-
istent awareness. It is rendered as a musical piece, which approaches something ideal, plasmatic,
imaginary and non-viable, mixing it with real, recognizable to the listener, sounds. It is inspired by
every-day life, in conjunction with supernatural, idealistic ideas.
X,$$60#&, 1. 1986 -1#$ U5"&9+5. !9$5% 1,",%'G.%1.( 1./ 1µ6µ51.( 1,I$.".>95( 6I./ &5% µ./-%&2$
.4><$E$ 1./ :!T T.$9E$ $6-E$. )/µµ,1,9I, -1. fest%val #",&14.5&./-1%&6( µ./-%&6( 1. 2009,
2010 &5% D&1.1, ,9$5% µD".( 1./ !))37.
He was born in 1986 at Halkida. He is undergraduate at TEI  Ionian Islands – department of
sound technologies & musical instruments. He involved at electroacoustic music festival 2009,
2010 and he is member of HEMCA.
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Andrew Lewis, &5% -1. =5$,A%-16�%. 1./ Sheffield (PhD) µ, 1.$ �4 Adrian Moore. W% �./-%&D(
1./ -/$0D-,%( A.%&9"./$ 5A' .4>5$%&D(, -, tape &5% -, mixed media. HI,% -/$0D-,% >%5 video &5%
I.4' &5% # �./-%&6 1./ DI,% 5A.-A<-,% +%5&49-,%( &5% M45M,95 -, +%,0$,9( +%5>E$%-�.*( (Bour-
ges 2000, 2002, Metamorphose, Brussels 2002,2008 SCIRME, Bordeaux 2003, MUSICA MISO
=.41.>5"95 2004, Encuentro Canarias, T-A5$95, 2009, NEM Barcelona 2010). F%+<-&,% µ./-%&6
1,I$.".>95 &5% -*$0,-# &5% ,9$5% %+4/1%&' µ,".( 1./ Echochroma New Music Research Group -1.
Leeds Beckett University.
Nikos Stavropoulos was born in Athens in 1975. He studied at the National School of Music and
Nakas conservatoire, the University of Wales, Bangor and completed a PhD at the University of
Sheffield Sound Studios with Dr. Adrian Moore specialising in tape composition in stereo and
multi channel formats, as well as music for video and live electronics. His works range from in-
strumental to tape and mixed media. His music has been awarded and presented internationally
and he is currently teaching electroacoustic music at Leeds Metropolitan University and is a fo-
unding member of the Echochroma New Music Research group.

‘03:59’ =$?#>3. /(6",,(#*-0 Yiorgis Sakellariou
:. &.µµ<1% M5-9;,15% -, A,4%M5"".$1%&D( #I.>45G6-,%( A./ D>%$5$ -1#$ !""<+5, 1# )/495 &5% 1#
@E-95, µ,15J* 1./ CA4%"9./ 1./ 2008 &5% 1./ B.,µM49./ 1./ 2009.
:he track is based on field recordings that took place in Greece, Syria and Russia, between April
2008 and November 2009.

HI,% A59J,% -, A<$E 5A' 100 -/$5/"9,( -1#$ !""<+5 &5% 1. ,JE1,4%&' &5% DI,% -1. ,$,4>#1%&' 1./
54&,1D( &/&".G.49,(. !9$5% µD".( 1./ 8D$14./ )*>I4.$#( 7./-%&6( H4,/$5(. :. 2004 9+4/-,
1. label “Echomusic”. 
He has released a number of albums and presented his work internationally in more than 100 con-
certs. He’s a member of the Centre for Contemporary Music Research. In 2004 he launched the
label “Echomusic”.            
www.mecha-orga.com

Mutating Plant B"0+2#3. !(A(73µ3+#*-0 Lefteris Papadimitriou
:. &.µµ<1% ,9$5% µ%5 -*$1.µ# ,%&'$5 I4.$%&2$ &5% IE4%&2$ +/$<µ,E$ ,G54µ.-µD$E$ -, D$5
#I#1%&' /"%&' 5A.1,".*µ,$. 5A' #I.>45G#µD$./( 6I./( G/12$ &5% A"5-1%&.*.
The piece is a snapshot of temporal and spatial forces imposed on a sound material consisting
of recordings of plants and plastic.

W S,/1D4#( =5A5+#µ#149./ ,9$5% ‘E""#$5( -/$0D1#( &5% ,&1,",-16(. )A.*+5-, -*$0,-# µ, 1.$
X%<$$# TE5$$9+# &5% ,9$5% A1/I%.*I.( &5% :µ6µ51.( 7./-%&2$ )A./+2$ 1./ A5$,A%-1#µ9./
C0#$2$. HI,% >4<N,% A.""D( -/$0D-,%( >%5 5&./-1%&< '4>5$5 &5% #",&14.$%&< µD-5. H4>5 1./
DI./$ A5%I1,9 -, E""<+5 &5% ,JE1,4%&'. :. 2006 &D4+%-, 1. +%,0$D( M45M,9. Gaudeamus Prize.
=59;,% ;E$15$6 #",&14.$%&6 µ./-%&6 &5% ,9$5% µD".( 1./ !""#$%&.* )/$+D-µ./ )/$0,12$
3",&14.5&./-1%&6( 7./-%&6(.
Lefteris Papadimitriou is a Greek composer and performer. He has studied composition with Ian-
nis Ioannidis and is a graduate of the music department of the University of Athens. In 2006 he
won the international Gaudeamus Prize and he has written many compositions for acoustic in-
struments and electronic media that have been performed in Greece and abroad. He per-
forms live electronic music and is a member of the Hellenic Electroacoustic Music Composers
Association.        www.lefterispapadimitriou.com

Nyctinasty (Radio Edit) M*6-. /+(0#&A-0,-. Nikos Stavropoulos
:. D4>. +5$,9;,15% 1.$ 191". 1./ 5A' 1#$ M.15$%&6 &5% A45>µ51,*,15% 1#$ %+D5 1#( .4>5$%&6( &9$#-#(
E( 5A.1D",-µ5 ,4,09-µ51.(. :5 ,4,09-µ515 ,91, M49-&.$15% -1.$ #I#1%&' &'-µ. 1./ D4>./, ,91,
/A.$..*$15%. :5 #I#1%&< >,>.$'15 A./ +%5+45�519;.$15% -, 5/1' 1. D4>. ,9$5% G5$15-1%&< &5%
.A.%5+6A.1, .�.%'1#15 �, 1#$ A45>�51%&'1#15 ,9$5% 1,",9E( -/�A1E�51%&6 5""< A."* A%05$6.
Nyctinasty is concerned with organic movement, growth or reduction, as reaction to stimulus.
Stimuli are either present in the sonic world of the work or implied. The title, borrowed from
botany, refers to nastic (non-directional responses to stimuli) movement in the dark. The events
portrayed in this piece are fictitious, and any resemblance to real events, past, present, or future,
is entirely coincidental but highly probable. The work was realised at the composer’s home stu-
dio in the summer of 2009. Nyctinasty was awarded the first prize at the Punto de Encuentro Ca-
narias International Electroacoustic Composition Competition 2009.

W B9&.( )15/4'A./".( >,$$60#&, -1#$ C06$5 1. 1975.  )A.*+5-, A%<$., 54�.$95 &5% 5$19-1%J#
-1#$ !""<+5 &5%  -1# -/$DI,%5 -*$0,-#, -1. =5$,A%-16�%. 1#( W/5"95(, (BMus, 7C) µ, 1.$ �4.
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Another construction of reality N-*Q-.- F>>",-. :&,,$(. Phivos-Angelos Kollias
K&&* 8/. L*µ/-",;:. =,.;µ.$/+2$*$.)
7%5 5&./-µ51%&6 -*$0,-#, &.µµ<1% µ%5( -,%4<( #",&4.5&./-1%&2$ D4>E$ A./ DI./$ -/""#G0,9 &5%
>45G1,9 -’D$5 «.%&.-/-1#µ%&'» A"59-%. -&DN#(. L5$15-1,91, D$5 µ./-%&' D4>. -5$ D$5 ;E$15$'
.4>5$%-µ'. ), &<0, A54<-15-#, . µ./-%&'( .4>5$%-µ'( >,$$%D15%, ,J,"9--,15% &5% 1,"%&< A,059$,%.
L5$15-1,91, 1.$ -/$5/"%5&'( I24., µ5;9 µ, 1. &.%$', E( 1. A,4%M<"".$ 5/1.* 1./ µ./-%&.*
.4>5$%-µ.*. W .4>5$%-µ'( 14DG,15% 5A' 1.$ 6I. 1./ A,4%M<"".$1'( 1./ µD-E 1E$ µ%&4.G2$E$,
,$2 5$514.G.+.1,9 1. A,4%M<"".$ 1./ µ, 6I., µD-E 1E$ #I,9E$. =,4%M<"".$ &5% µ./-%&'(
.4>5$%-µ'( >9$.$15% D$5 5""#".-/$+,'µ,$. &5% 5+%5I24%-1. .%&.-*-1#µ5. :. D4>. A./ 05
M%2-,1,, I4#-%µ.A.%,9 /"%&' 5A' 1#$ *A54J# 1./ .4>5$%-µ.* -, D$5 -/>&,&4%µD$. I24.. 
Another Construction of Reality is an acousmatic composition, part of a series of works con-
ceived and wrote in an “ecosystemic” framework of thinking. Imagine a music work as a live or-
ganism which in each concert is born, evolves and finally dies. Imagine the concert space with
the listeners as the environment of this musical organism. The musical organism is fed from the
sound of his environment through microphones, while it supplies its environment with the sound
it produces through speaker. Organism and environment are an inseparable music ecosystem.
The work you are about to experience uses material from the organism projected in a particular
place.

W L.9M.(-�>>,".( 8'""%5( >,$$60#&, -1# @'+. 1. 1982. )A.*+5-, -1#$ C>>"95 &5% 1# X5""95
µ, 1#$ /A.-164%J# 1,--<4E$ /A.14.G%2$. :5 D4>5 1./ DI./$ ,4µ#$,/1,9 -, A<$E 5A' 20 I24,(,
-, A,4%--'1,4,( 5A' 60 -/$5/"9,(. HI,% &,4+9-,% 12 M45M,95 &5% +%5&49-,%( -, +%,0$,9(
+%5>E$%-µ.*(. R( -/$0D1#(-,4,/$#16( ,J,4,/$,9 1# -ID-# µ./-%&6( &5% +%,A%-1#µ.$%&2$
,4,/$2$, ,G54µ';.$15( 15 ,/46µ515 1./ -1# µ./-%&6.
Phivos-Angelos Kollias was born in 1982, in Rhodes, Greece. He studied in England and France
with the support of four foundations. His works have been performed in more than 20 countries
in more than 60 concerts. His music has received 12 awards and nominations at several inter-
national competitions. As a composer-researcher, he explores the connection of music and in-
terdisciplinary studies, applying them to music. 
http://phivos-angelos-kollias.com 

Intera =$?#>-. /+"C5+-. Giorgos Stefatos
7D4.( 1#( -*$0,-#( Intera A./ D>%$, µ, I46-# 1#( >"2--5( µ./-%&.* A4.>45µµ51%-µ.* Csound.
F*. 5$,J<41#1.9 5">'4%0µ.% -*$0,-#( 6I./, . A421.( M5-%-µD$.( -, -*$0,15 N#G%5&< G9"145
&5% . +,*1,4.( -1#$ +%5µ'4GE-# +5&1/"9./ &5% -/I$'1#15(, +%5+4.*$ µ,15J* 1./( µ, 1#$ 1,I$%&6
1#( -/$D"%J#( &5% +%5µ.4G2$./$ 1. #I#1%&< A,4%M<"".$15.
Part of the composition Intera (2004, duration 6.00’) that has been constructed in Csound pro-
gramming language. Two separate algorithms with the first being based on complex digital fil-
ters(using white noise as source) and the second on FM/RM synthesis, interact through
convolution and create the sound environments.

X,$$60#&, -1#$ C06$5 &5% 5A.G.91#-, 5A' 1. :µ6µ5 7#I5$%&2$ 7./-%&6( :,I$.".>95( &
C&./-1%&6( 1./ :!T 8461#( µ, ,%+9&,/-# -1#$ 5">.4%0µ%&6 -*$0,-# 6I./ &5% 1.$ µ./-%&'
A4.>45µµ51%-µ'.
Born in Athens. Studied in the Department of Music Technology & Acoustics Engineering of the
Technological Educational Institute of Crete and he is a member of HELMCA from 2009. He is cur-
rently interested in algorithmic sound synthesis and composition.

Encre Noir =#3>&#3. =#3>-#&A-0,-. Gregory Grigoropoulos
‘!$5( #]I.( A5>%+,/µ,]$.( -1.$ %-1.] 1./ A,4%M5]"".$1.]( 1./. B5 +45A,1,/]-,% +,$ µA.4,%], 5""5]
µA.4,%] $5 "%E]-,%.
A sound trapped into the nest of its own habitat. It can’t escape but it can melt.

W X4#>.]4#( X4#>.4.]A./".( ;,% -1#$ C0#]$5 &5% ,4>5];,15% E( -/$0,]1#( -1. IE]4. 1./
&%$#µ51.>45G./. )1. ,$+%5]µ,-. N<I$,% >%5 1%( "%>.-1,]( -1%>µ,]( A./ # ,A%-1#]µ# &5% # #I#1%&#
,µA,%4%5 15/1%];.$15%.
Greg Grigoropoulos lives in Athens, working as a film composer. Tn the mean time he is looking
for those rare moments where science and sound experience resonate.
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parameters, time scales and/or systematic modifications.

)/$0D1#( .4>5$%&6( &5% #",&145&./-1%&6( &/49E( µ./-%&6( &5% µ./-%&."'>.(, >,$$#µD$.( -1%(
16 C/>.*-1./ 1962, -1#$ \/49I# !"M,195(. !9$5% D$5( 5A' 1./( A"D.$ ,A9µ.$./( ,&A4.-2A./(
1#( A,%45µ51%&6( µ./-%&6( A54<+.-#( -1#$ !""<+5. \,% &5% ,4><;,15% -1#$ C06$5.
Composer of mainly instrumental and electroacoustic music and Musicologist, born 16 August
1962 in Zyrich, Swizzerland. He is one of the most peristent exponents of experimental music tra-
dition in Greece. Lives and works in Athens, Greece.

A glimpse in the algorithm of love @(9*,"$-. :&66(. Vassilios Kokkas
... 1. &5&<+% A./ -I#µ519;,15% A<$E -1#$ A"#>6 -B.\.
...the scab that forms over the wound -D.Z.
?5-9",%.( 8'&&5( (*1965 C06$5). !""#$.>,4µ5$'( -/$0D1#(. \,% -1#$ C06$5. )A.*+5-,
-*$0,-# -1#$ C06$5 (7.:45/"'() &5% UdK ?,4."9$. (W.Zimmermann). C/1.A4.-+%.49;,% 1#
µ./-%&6 1./ E( A4.-A<0,%5 -/µM."6( -, µ%5 A.4,95 A4E1.>,$.*( A,%45µ51%&6( 5&./-1%&6(
1DI$#(, A./ 5$514DI,% -, +%54&6 ,A5$5$<>$E-# 1#( A54<+.-#(, ;2$15( -1.$ ,$+%<µ,-. I24.
A./ A4.-+%.49;,15% 5A' 15 G5%$'µ,$5 1#( GE$6(, 1#( 5&./-1%&6( 1./ I24./, &5% 1#( 5&.6(. 
Vassilios Kokkas (*1965 Athens). Greek-German composer. Lives in Athens. Composition studies
in Athens (M.Travlos) and UdK Berlin (W.Zimmermann). Defines his music as a contribution at-
tempt in a modus of primitive experimental acoustic art, which refers to a constant rereading of
tradition, while living in the intermediate space in between the phenomena of voice, spatial aco-
ustic, and hearing.           www.nice-music.org

Soundscape 1 :?9+(. G&9%-. Kostas Moschos
:5 soundscape” ,9$5% &*&".( D4>E$ A./ -1.I,*./$ $5 ,$,4>.A.%6-./$ 1.$ 5&4.516 $5
+#µ%./4>6-,% 1#$ ,%&5-1%&6 5A,%&'$%-# &5% 59-0#-# ,$'( G5$15-1%&.* 1.A9./. 3 #I#1%&6 A545>E>6
-1. D4>. >9$,15% µD-E +%5µ'4GE-#( FFT.
Soundscape is a cycle of compositions with the aim to stimulate the listener to create the visual
depiction and perception of an imaginary landscape. The sound production in this piece has
been created using FFT techniques.

X,$$60#&, -1#$ C06$5, -A.*+5-, -*$0,-#, computer-music, +%,*0/$-# .4I6-145( &5%
µ./-%&.".>95 -1#$ X5""95 &5% X,4µ5$95. HI,% >4<N,% 60 D4>5 >%5 +%<G.4./( 1*A./( -/$'"E$,
YD514., U.4', 8%$#µ51.>4<G., performances &5% +%5+45-1%&D( ,>&515-1<-,%(, A./ DI./$
,&1,",-1,9 -, A.""D( !/4EA5Z&D( I24,( &5% 1#$ Cµ,4%&6.
Born in Athens. Studied composition, computer-music, orchestra conducting and musicology in
France and Germany. He has composed 60 compositions for various types of ensembles, Th-
eatre, Dance, Cinema, performances and interactive installations which have been presents in
many European countries and in the USA. 

8-25calBinF retro 7K 8'5#>0#-. !. 4"'$&K-. Anargyros P. Deniosos
7.$.GE$%&6 #",&14.$%&6 -*$0,-#. 
QA<4I,% µ95 -/$,I%;'µ,$# +%5µ<I# -I,1%&6 µ, 1#$ µ./-%&6 5J95 - ,<$ /G9-1515% – 1#( #I.A.9#-#(
+,+.µD$E$. W% +%5+%&5-9,( 1./ &50.4%-µ.*, ,A%".>6(, A4.-54µ.>6(, 5&4%M.*( 4*0µ%-#( &5%
&4%1%&6( 5A.19µ#-#( 1E$ A545µD14E$, # A.""5A"'1#15 1E$ A4.-,>>9-,E$ +,$ ,9$5% - >%5 µD$5
1./"<I%-1.$ - 19A.15 "%>'1,4. 5A' 1#$ 9+%5 1#$ 1,I$%&6 1#( (&51< A4.19µ#-# A,%45µ51%&6() µ./-%&6(
-*$0,-#(. !J<""./, # 7./-%&6 ,9$5% # #I.A.9#-# F%5$.#1%&2$ F%5+%&5-%2$. :5 D4>5 µ, 1. 191". “B-
25calBinF ....” ,&µ,15"",*.$15% 1#$ 9+%5 -,%4< 5-14.$.µ%&2$ +,+.µD$E$, µD-E +%5G.4,1%&2$
-/$'"E$ +,+.µD$E$, I4.$%&2$ &"%µ<&E$ &5%/6 -/-1#µ51%&2$ 14.A.A.%6-,E$.
Monophonic electronic composition. 

There is an ongoing debate concerning the music value - if any - of data sonification. The pro-
cedures of defining, choosing, adjusting, fine tuning and evaluating the parameters, the multi-
plicity of the approaches, are - for me nevertheless - nothing less but the very craft of (preferably
experimental) composition. Besides, Music is the Sonification of Mental Processes. The works
with the title “B-25calBinF ....” exploit the same series of astronomical data, via different sets of
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Becoming 43µ;+#3. GA56(. Dimitris Bakas
Becoming is an exploration of the complex dynamic spectrum that creates the second biggest
bell in the world (13 tones), found in the monastery of St. Panteleimon in Mount Athos. As a sort
of dialectic, a second spectrum from a small bell is added, which, aside from the attack, blends
naturally into the rich dynamic sound structure of the big bell.

X,$$#µ,]$.( -1#$ 851,4%]$# 1. 1975, . F#µ#]14#( 7A5]&5( -A./]+5-, )/]$0,-# µ, 1.$ Y,.]+E4.
C$1E$%]./. !]A,%15 A#]>, -1. S.$+%]$. (8.",]>%. Goldsmiths, =5$,A%-1#]µ%. 1./ S.$+%]$./) .]A./
5A,]&1#-, 7,15A1/I%5&.] -1# )/]$0,-# (Mmus) 1. 2005, &5% F%+5&1.4%&.] -1# )/]$0,-# (PhD) to
2010, /A.] 1#$ ,A%]M",N# 1./ Professor Roger Redgate. 8515] 1#$ +%5]4&,%5 1./ F%+5&1.4%&./]
A545&."./]0#-, 1. Master 3",&14.5&./-1%&#]( 7./-%&#]( -1. Goldsmiths College (EMS). 8515]
1. ,]1.( 2010-2011 #]15$ ,A%-&,]A1#( ,4,/$#1#]( (Visiting Scholar) -1. Columbia University (New
York) .]A./ ,]>%$, 5A.+,&1.]( 5A.] 1.$ Tristan Murail, .]A./ &5% .".&"#]4E-, µ%5 µ,15+%+5&1.4%&#]
,]4,/$5. !]4>5 1./ F#µ#]14# 7A5]&5 ,]I./$ M45M,/1,%] -1#$ !]""5+5 &5% -1. ,JE1,4%&.].
Born in Katerini in 1975, Dimitris Bakas studied composition with Theodore Antoniou. In 2004 he
moved to London for further studies in composition at Goldsmiths, University of London, where
he was awarded an MMus and recently completed succesfully his PhD, under the supervision of
Roger Redgate. His music has been performed in the UK, Greece and USA and has succes-
sfully participated in competitions worldwide. Since 2009 he is a shortlist composer at Sound and
Music. For the academic year 2010 - 2011 Bakas was a visiting scholar at Columbia University
in New York (accepted by Tristan Murail) where he completed a Post Doctoral Research.

Seawater - M.&.''/#2 #%,2 F63. !(9-E,(. Aki Pasoulas
3 -*$0,-# ,A%"DI0#&, >%5 µ%5 -,%4< A545-1<-,E$ -1. ICMC -1# BD5 Q'4&# 1. 2010, &5% 5A'
1'1, DI,% A54./-%5-1,9 -, -/$5/"9,( -, '". 1.$ &'-µ..
Seawater = Noun; water in or taken from the sea.
The composition was selected for a series of performances at the ICMC (International Computer
Music Conference) in New York in 2010, and has since been presented at concerts worldwide.

W �&#( =5-.*"5( &51DI,% +%+5&1.4%&' +9A"Eµ5 -1#$ #",&14.5&./-1%&6 µ./-%&6, ,9$5% F%,/0/$16(
1./ MAAST (YD514. �I./ &5% 7./-%&6(), &502( &5% F%,/0/$16( )A./+2$ -1. :µ6µ5 7./-%&6(
&5% �I./ -1. =5$,A%-16µ%. 1./ 8,$1 (3$EµD$. ?5-9",%.). :5 ,4,/$#1%&< 1./ ,$+%5GD4.$15
A,4%"5µM<$./$ 5&./-µ51%&6 µ./-%&6, 5$19"#N# 1./ I4'$./, N/I.5&./-1%&6, IE4.µ.4G.".>95
&5% 5&./-1%&6 .%&.".>95 %+9E( -, -ID-# µ, 1#$ N/I.".>95 5&4'5-#(. )/$0D-,%( 1./ DI./$
,A%",I0,9 &5% ,&1,",-1,9 -, -#µ5$1%&D( ,&+#"2-,%( A5>&.-µ9E(.
Aki Pasoulas holds a PhD in electroacoustic music, he is the Director of MAAST (Music and
Audio Arts Sound Theatre), and the Director of Studies in the Department of Music and Audio Arts
at the University of Kent (UK). 3is research interests include acousmatic music, time perception,
psychoacoustics, spatial sound, and soundscape ecology especially in relation to listening psy-
chology. Aki�s compositions were selected and performed at key events worldwide.

Le Grain d’ Annete O"&7<#-. B?+3. Theodoros Lotis
:. &.µµ<1% ,9$5% µ%5 #I#1%&6 &<415 >,$,0"9E$ >%5 µ%5 µ.$5+%&6 G9"# &5% A4.-EA%&'1#15 1#(
#",&14.5&./-1%&6( µ./-%&6(: 1#$ Annette Vande Gorne.
This short piece is a sonic gift for the 65th birthday anniversary of Annette Vande Gorne, a great
friend and teacher. Memories of fragmented piano notes, whispers, voices and all short of sounds
are combined for the composition.

W Y,'+E4.( S21#( ,9$5% -/$0,1%-16( &5% ,&1,",-16( #",&14.5&./-1%&6( µ./-%&6(. F%+<-&,% -1.
:µ6µ5 7./-%&2$ )A./+2$ - T'$%. =5$,A%-16µ%.. 3 µ./-%&6 1./ &/&".G.4,9 5A' 1#$ ,15%495 Em-
preintes Digitales .
Theodoros Lotis composes and performs electroacoustic music. He teaches at the Music De-
partment of Ionian University. His music has been released by Empreintes Digitales. 
www.electrocd.com/en/bio/lotis_th/discog/
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tral England (2002-2005). F./",*E -5$ #I."6A1#( -1#$ C06$5 &5%  5-I.".*µ5% µ, 1#$
#",&14.5&./-1%&6 µ./-%&6 15 1,",/1595 AD$1, I4'$%5.
I studied sound engineering in T!8 F!S:C (2000-2002) and music technology at the University
of Central England (2002-2005) I work as a sound engineer in Athens and I compose electroa-
coustic music the last five years.

Forward-Stop-Rewind-Stop !5'-. 8µ",*73. Panos Amelides
CG,1#495 >%5 1. &.µµ<1% ,9$5% .% 6I.% A./ A54<>.$15% A512$15( 15 A"6&145 ,$'( A5"%.*
&5-,1.G2$./ '15$ /A<4I,% µD-5 -, 5/1' &5-D15. :4,%( 1D1.%,( µ%&4D( -, +%<4&,%5 #I.>45G6-,%(
5A.1,".*$ &5% .49;./$ 1.$ &.4µ' 1#( µ%$%51.*45( 5/16(.

Starting point for this piece was the sounds produced when pressing the buttons of an old cas-
sette player with a cassette inside it. Three short-length recordings of these sounds comprise and
define the form of this miniature.  

F./",*,% µ, 1#$ #I.>4<G#-# E( A4E1.>,$D( /"%&' 1#( µ.4G.A.%#1%&6( +%5+%&5-95(. :. D4>. 1./
&5% 1. ,4,/$#1%&' 1./ ,$+%5GD4.$ A54DI./$ µ95 I46-%µ# -*$+,-# 5$<µ,-5 -1# µ./-%&6
1,I$.".>95 &5% 1#$ #I#1%&6 1DI$# µ, %+%591,4# DµG5-# -1. 14'A. µ, 1.$ .A.9. # #I.>4<G#-#, -,
-/$+/5-µ' µ, 1#$ N#G%5&6 ,A,J,4>5-95 6I./, µA.4.*$ $5 A4.&5"D-./$ &5% $5 ,$%-I*-./$ 1#$
,µA,%495 1#( µ$6µ#(. !A9-#(, ,J,4,/$< 14'A./( 5J%.A.9#-#( %-1.4%&2$ #I.>45G6-,E$,
-/$,$1,*J,E$ &5% #I.>45G6-,E$ A,+9./ >%5 1# +#µ%./4>95 45+%.GE$%&2$ D4>E$ µ, $D5
5G#>#µ51%&6 .A1%&6. HI,% A54./-%<-,% 1. D4>. 1./ -, !/42A# &5% 3=C. 8<1.I.( A1/I9./
7./-%&2$ )A./+2$ 5A' 1. T'$%. =5$,A%-16µ%. &5% µ,15A1/I%5&.* +%A"2µ51.( µ./-%&6( -1#$
3",&14.5&./-1%&6 )*$0,-# 5A' 1. =5$,A%-16µ%. 1./ 7<$1-,-1,4. !9$5% /A.N6G%.( +%+<&1E4
-1. A5$,A%-16µ%. De Montfort 1#( C>>"95( /A' 1#$ ,A9M",N# 1./ &50#>#16 John Young, µD".(
1#( &5""%1,I$%&6( &.",&19M5( ‘Hear This Space’ -1#$ C>>"95 &5% +%+<-&,% E( "D&1.45( 7./-%&6(,
:,I$.".>95( &5% 85%$.1.µ95( -1. A5$,A%-16µ%. De Montfort.
He is a sonic artist using sound recording as primal material for artistic creativity.  His work and
research provides a useful link between music technology and sonic art with an emphasis on the
way sound recording and the digital manipulation of sound evoke and enhance the experience
of memory. He has presented throughout Europe and USA. He holds a Bachelor of Music degree
from the Ionian University and a Master of Music in Electroacoustic Composition from The Uni-
versity of Manchester. He is finishing his Ph.D. thesis at De Montfort University under the super-
vision of Professor John Young. Panos is a member of the artistic collective ‘Hear This Space’ and
in the last three years he is a part-time Lecturer in Music, Technology and Innovation at De Mont-
fort University.

Miniature /-C-6,;. 8#Q('*+3. Sophocles Arvanitis
7%5 µ./-%&6 -*$0,-# A.* +#µ%./4>60#&, µ, 1#$ I46-# 5">.490µE$ -1.I5-1%&6( -*$0,-#(
&/µ51.µ.4G6( 1. 2007.
My composition “Miniature” is a musical work I created with the use of stochastic waveform syn-
thesis algorithms in 2007, while being a sonology student.

)/$0D1#(, ,&1,",-16(, 1,I$%&'( 6I./. 3 +./",%< 1./ ,A%&,$142$,1, -1%( #I#1%&D( 1DI$,(, 1#$
#",&14.$%&6 µ./-%&6 &5% -1.$ ,",*0,4. 5/1.-I,+%5-µ'. 3 µ./-%&6 1./ DI,% +%5&4%0,9  -1.$ 31.,
33. &5% 34. +%,0$6 +%5>E$%-µ' #",&14.5&./-1%&6( µ./-%&6( &5% #I#1%&2$ 1,I$2$, Bourges.
W".&"64E-, 1%( A4.A1/I%5&D( &5% µ,15A1/I%5&D( -A./+D( 1./ -1. ?5-%"%&' R+,9. 1#( U<>#(,
-1. Institute of Sonology 5G.* 54I%&< -A.*+5-, -1. 1µ6µ5 7./-%&6( T,I$.".>95( & A&./-1%&6(
1./ C:!T 8461#(.
Composer, performer, sound engineer. His work focuses on sonic arts, and on free improvisation.
He studied at the Royal Conservatory in The Hague, at the Institute of Sonology after initially stu-
dying at the department of Music Technology & Acoustics, in Crete. His music has been selec-
ted for the 31st, 33rd, and 34th International Competition of Sonic Arts and Electroacoustic Music
in Bourges, France.

micrometer / µ/+,2µ%$,- B;7( J09+#(+*-0 Leda Efstratiou
P15$ . I4'$.( A4DA,% $5 A4.IE46-,% A45>µ51%&< >46>.45, A%. >46>.45 &% 5A’ 1. $5 ,9$5%
5A,%"#1%&'(. (3I.>45G6-,%( 5A' 1. 2008 E( 1. F,&DµM4%. 1./ 2010, A545>E>6 T5$./<4%.( 2011)
When time has to move really fast, even faster than being threatening.  (Recording from 2008
until December 2010, production January 2011)

3 S6+5 !/-14519./ >,$$60#&, 1. 1983, -1#$ C06$5. W".&"#42$,% 1%( -A./+D( 1#( -1. :µ6µ5
:,I$.".>95( �I./ &5% 7./-%&2$ W4><$E$ 1./ :.!.T. T.$9E$ B6-E$. C-I.",915% ,A5>>,"µ51%&<
µ, 1#$ 5A.&51<-15-# ,>I'4+E$ &5% 1#$ 1,I$.".>95 1./ 6I./. 7D".( 1./ !))37 5A' 1. 2009.
Leda Efstratiou was born in Athens in 1983. She is completing her studies in the Department of
Sound Technologies & Musical Instruments, TEI of Ionian Islands. She works in stringed instru-
ment restoration and sound technology. She has been a member of HELMCA since 2009.

Clamataksik F#3. M+",312-. Aris Delitheos
)A.*+5-5 #I."#N95 -1. T!8 F!S:C (2000-2002) &5% µ./-%&6 1,I$.".>95 -1. University of Cen-
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!"# $ "%&µ "'( –  I N D E X  
CD 2

track )*+,-. / Title /0'12+3. / Composer 4$5#6"$( / Duration

1 Tones of Hesitation Panayiotis Kokoras 0:46
2 Woolgathering Vassilis Roupas 2:59
3 The Other Island Katerina Tzedaki 3:33
4 Theorie du context Nikolas Valsamakis 3:32
5 Nostalgia Gabriel Negrin 2:22
6 Narration Andreas Diktiopoulos 2:01
7 The Sleepwalker and his Poems Nickos Harizanos 3:34
8 Sound’s Crisis- part II George Tousis 3:40
9 Burning Voice Tychonas Michailidis 3:31

10 Pastorale Konstantinos Karathanasis 4:00
11 Transit Thanassis Epitideios 2:07
12 Debris Philippos Theocharidis 3:14
13 Ades Ioannis Kalantzis 2:38
14 Mutating Plant Lefteris Papadimitriou 2:30
15 Nyctinasty Nikos Stavropoulos 3:55
16 ‘3:59’ Giorgis Sakellariou 3:59
17 Intera Giorgos Stefatos 1:00
18 Encre Noir Greg Grigoropoulos 3:15
19 Another Construction of Reality Phivos-Angelos Kollias 4:34
20 soundscape 1 Kostas Moschos 3:10
21 8-25calBinF retro 7K Anargyros P. Deniosos 1:15
22 A glimpse in the algorithm of love Vasilis Kokkas 2:14
23 Seawater Aki Pasoulas 1:00
24 Le Grain d’ Annete Theodore Lotis 3:30
25 Miniature Sofoklis Arvanitis 2:22
26 Becoming Dimitris Bakas 1:17
27 micrometer Leda Efstratiou 0:43
28 Clamataksik Aris Delitheos 2:47
29 Forward-Stop-Rewind-Stop Panos Amelides 1:54

(/>?)%23 @8,,"0A18 – !"#$%&'$()&*, +,(-,./ 0#1µ)2&./, 345"µ,$ 67*(./ - 8&(9#:;. <.=)1&-, >?;&:, – 0+36@A B8!3+6CA +D88


